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Top Management
in the 1970s...
and Beyond
People say that if you forecast far enough into the
future, you're on relatively safe ground. If you're right,
you become something of a seer. If you're wrong, not too
many people remember anyway.
Chronological time has become a highly unreliable
measure of what constitutes the future in terms of change,
innovation and invention. T h e "future," has had a way
recently of sweeping down upon us and becoming part of
today—or tomorrow, at the latest. It isn't enough to be
able to discern the dimension of change the future will
bring, we must also be able to appreciate when that
"future," as fashioned by change, will arrive.
In military parlance, strategy is the science of planning
to meet the enemy under the most advantageous conditions. Strategic planning for the future in business—to
meet its challenges, opportunities and problems under the
most favorable conditions—is a basic function of top level
management. How well management can continue to
meet current problems—its operational or tactical moves
—will depend on how well it has discharged its planning
responsibilities in the past. This is fundamental. But the
lead time between planning, or strategy, and its employment in operational problems has been greatly compressed. Subject to the forces of revolutionary change in
every element of our society—technological, economic,
social, cultural—management has less and less time be-
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tween planning and implementation. (There is a paradox
here though—which I will expain later—and that is the
lengthening time required for the planning or preparation
function in certain areas—such as systems.)
T h e reason for my first point is not the fact of change
itself, or even its size or dimension. It is the rate or the
velocity of the change that is significant. T h a t rate is constantly accelerating—like a car with a fast pickup that
never stops going faster and never arrives at a speed limit
We see this in every possible measure of our environment
whether it is population, education, production or, most
significantly, knowledge itself. So conscious are we of the
rapidity of change in virtually every area that we speak
of it quite properly in terms of "revolution" and "explosion."
Nothing illustrates this better than the computer industry, the development of which has provided an impetus
to change and at the same time has given us the means
to cope with it.
T h e first commercial computer was not installed until
1950. A dozen years later 13,000 were in use. Today, onh
two years later, 20,000 are in use. In an economy with
five million businesses this number of computers is not in
itself extraordinary. What is startling is that the rate of
increase in two successive years has been over 50 percent.
By 1970 the computer industry will have increased some
T H E QUARTERLY
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350 percent over 1963, at which time approximately
45,000 computers will be installed. T h a t rate of increase
here is far more significant than the figures themselves.
It illustrates the impact of the so-called "knowledge revolution," the super abundance of information that business
managers must absorb, judge, and act upon within the
inflexible bounds of hours, days, and weeks.
What we have come to call the business information
revolution stems from three basic areas of accelerating
change. One is volume—generated to such enormity that
the clock has become an anachronism as a measure of
time to cope with it. The second is new and mounting
complexity emanating from that mountain of data which
management must understand and control to make sound
decisions. The third is speed—speed virtually beyond comprehension by which this volume of data can be collected,
transported, stored, retrieved and processed. The upward
thrust of change is evident in all these areas with no indication in sight of when it will slow down.
This upward thrust is revealed, in fact, in virtually
every area of business. It is not evident, however, in the
one area that justifies the existence of business in a profitmotivated society—profit. In this sea of accelerating^
change, innovation and invention the rate of profit has
actually declined. It has followed a downward curve for
a cor
Poiations—and has also followed a downward curve
ln retai
l m g . What has happened is that management has
^ARCH,
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not yet learned to use the forces of change effectively and
bring them to bear on the profit picture. It is not unlike
the principal of judo where we use our opponent's own
strength to help accomplish our end.
Perhaps I do management an injustice in saying it has
not yet learned to cope with the dynamics of change. It
is learning, and learning quickly. There is a question
though of whether the learning is taking place as rapidly
as the change—whether the tools produced by the scientific and technological revolution are being applied with
sufficient intensity to business problems.
No industry has been more subject to the effect of
change than retailing. Out of the population explosion,
shifting population, increasing disposable income, and
proliferation of new products have come more customers,
more stores, more charge accounts, more employees, more
government reporting requirements, and so on. We need
only to look at a single, staple item in retailing such as
men's shirts to be made acutely aware of the explosion
in merchandise assortments. A seemingly endless variety
of fabrics, colors, styles where once there were relatively
few. I need not spell out for this audience what this has
meant in terms of complexity in planning and control in
every phase of the retailing function. I need not spell out
either what it means in terms of maintaining an adequate
return on investment.
As it has in all types of businesses, this adds up to an
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overwhelming increase in the general complexity of management. As retailing expands, managers and owners are
more and more removed from personal contact with the
elements which must be controlled in order to produce
profits. T h e individual manager, except in the very
smallest firm, cannot possibly be in a position to evaluate
personally all of the complex factors which affect most
of his business decisions. He must rely more and more on
information developed by others which is provided to
him by means of an information system. He needs information to carry out each of the responsibilities in the
management cycle: to set realistic and understandable
objectives, to establish plans for their accomplishment, to
appraise the performance of the organization in implementing the plans and, finally, to feed back information
for revising plans as well as adding to them.
T h e information requirement pervades every aspect of
the retail operation. The system by which information is
collected and presented is a key element in the management structure of a successful store. It is so important, in
fact, that it requires consideration of a new element of
planning, a new concept of management control—systems planning. In the past we tended to think of store
systems in terms of paper work and procedures, lower
level problems which did not warrant the attention of
top management. The computer has forced us to change
our concept of systems. With its application has come
the concept of "total," integrated information systems
upon which management must rely with increasing dependence and the operation and control of which has
become a top management responsibility.
We are facing, then, a situation in which management
must take a more "systematic approach" to solving business problems—one that relies heavily on an adequately
designed "system" to assure control in a complex environment.
This systematic approach must be scientific. It must
include such elements as mathematics and machines. But,
in addition to science, the systematic approach includes
judgment that brings the knowledge of people and their
experience to bear on the solution of business problems.
T h e availability of increased information does not reduce
the need for sound judgment in making management decisions. Nor does it eliminate the need for managers to
assume the responsibility for making decisions on incomplete or inadequate information. The quality of judgment will still characterize the well-managed company.
O n the other hand we can foresee the increased use of
science or "management technology" in retailing in such
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areas as merchandise management, store location, warehouse site selection, market analysis and salesclerk scheduling by progressive retailers in the 1970's. Computer systems will be of the on line-real time type in which all
store units are connected by direct data communications
to a central computing complex. Memory storage devices
connected to the computer provide information to all
points in seconds through "point of sale," or more gener- •
ally "point of origin" devices. Improved financial control
techniques will enable management to base decisions on
profit-contributing factors. Control centers for the management of information and decisions will be established.
Being a little more specific in retail terms, we can foresee, for example, that the four variables—store and warehouse location, and transfer and delivery routes will be
predetermined through the scientific techniques of simulation. Alternative solutions can be worked out in advance
so that optimum balance is reached between cost and
customer service.
Accounts receivable and credit application data will be
utilized to study customer behavior patterns, population
shifts, as well as style and cost preferences. Unusual item
purchases, which may be made for the first time, will be
identified in accounts receivable files and may inspire
new product-line sales and promotion. Advertising budgets will be prepared through the use of analytical techniques which will evaluate the effectiveness of proposed
alternative advertising programs before they are put into
effect.
T h e bane of the retailer—weather—will be a far more
accurately predictable factor in promotion decisions.
Utilizing the data from satellites and stations all over the
world, the U.S. Weather Bureau will feed data on long
range weather forecasts into stores' computing centers
providing merchants with meaningful information on
which to base seasonal buying plans.
With greater customer mobility, better credit control
will be essential. Customer charge applications will be
approved according to point rating systems developed
through correlation analysis and using data obtained from
on line-real time credit information systems serving large
areas. Initial inquiries for opening accounts, as well as
authorization, will be accomplished at the point of sale or
the credit office through direct line communications with
the community system.
On line point of sale devices at every selling location in
all stores will provide information necessary for unit and
dollar merchandise control, accounts receivable, and
authorization, as well as other accounting functions. CusT H E QUARTERLY

tomer service time at points of sale and errors by salesclerks will be reduced significantly.
Buvers will be relieved of the burden of making repetitive routine decisions (such as reordering staple items)
and concentrate their time and talents on the judgment
and decisions which are their reason for being. Systematic
inventory management techniques incorporating decision
rules will be utilized in virtually all fashion, staple, and
big ticket merchandise areas.
Sales personnel will be assigned on the basis of analysis
of customer traffic patterns. Through sampling and statistical methods, sales personnel will be assigned according to measurements of customer flow, service time,
percentage of customers contacted and customer purchases by department.
These are a few of the effects we can expect to see as
store management moves, from the computer systems of
1965 to the more sophisticated, integrated systems that
are emerging.
To control and coordinate such on line-real time systems, the progressive stores of the '70s will utilize an
Information Management Facility. This will be fed data
directly from random access files in the computer's memory. Management will meet in this center and scan information displayed visually on demand. They can call for
selected information through a control console and feed
results of decisions and other information back into the
system. A simulation in which a series of alternative merchandise plans are evaluated is an example of this use of
the I.M.F. concept.
All this will require organizational changes reflecting
the role of systems in store management. It will result in
the establishment of a new function, Management Information Services, if you will, reporting directly to top
management. And here, I might add, we are confronted
again with the satisfying realization that despite the
enchantment and marvel of systems, people are still management's most important asset. Finding people to staff
this function and giving them the stature in the organization to perform effectively is the first step in implementation. This will not be easy.
These systems are now less restricted by the ability to
compile, process and provide data than by the ability of
people, at all levels, to interpret and act upon them. A
system, however sophisticated, is still dependent for its
operation on the intelligence and skill of those who
manage it.
The store we can now foresee in the 1970's then will
be one which provides a total systems control to its manMARCH,
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agement. Information from and about customers, vendors, and external factors will be fed into the system
making it possible to relate management control to the
real environment in which the store operates.
Such a system takes time to design and install, in each
of its logical and progressive steps, as the requirements
of the organization and its objectives call for them. And
here is where the paradox arises. While the time available
for reaction in business is being shortened, the preparation time required in the systems area is being lengthened
significantly. With today's methods and with today's level
of systems training in retail stores we can look forward
to years of preparation for such systems components as
merchandise management. This means that a fantastic
amount of systems work must be done before we can take
advantage of advances in machine technology, for example. If all retailers move at the same pace in this area
none will be able to capture a competitive advantage.
T h a t is an unrealistic state of affairs to assume, of course.
So it is safe to say that the time to start is now (if you
haven't already done so in the terms I have been describing) •
In considering the application of systems planning to
your own organization whether large o r small, I would
suggest nine basic steps:
1. Establish your store objectives in writing.
2. Modify your organization structure and the responsibilities and authority of key individuals to reflect
those objectives.
3. Find the executive to direct the overall systems
effort.
4. Determine your management information requirements and the essential information required at
every level.
5. Learn about systems.
6. Establish continuing training programs for technical
personnel and for operating personnel who are
affected by new systems.
7. Develop plans and budgets for all systems projects.
8. Continue to study and review your evolving requirements and your people.
9. Urge the retail industry, through N R M A and other
means, to form a group to define standard, accepted
systems requirements against which manufacturers
can design and build necessary equipment.
T h e stores of the 1970's and beyond are taking shape
today. Their managements are adapting the thrust and
the tools of change to their reality.
I hope that you plan to be among them.
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A current summary discussed non-technically for the
information of practicing accountants

Liability
of Professional Accountants
to Clients and Others
R. James Gormley and Robert M. Trueblood
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Robert M. Trueblood, chairman of the
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the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
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A s American business grows larger, the potential losses
from business failure become greater for both creditors
and investors. This economic circumstance is being' experienced in a social environment characterized by an
increasing tendency of enterprises and individuals to
attempt to recoup losses of all kinds in the courts. And
courts, generally, are seeming to become more liberal in
granting redress for losses of all kinds.
Financial distress and failure in business are increasingly accompanied by searches for scapegoats. Naturally
enough, the auditors have become favorite candidates.
The rise in the amount of litigation against accountants
and its possible effect on the profession are discussed in
"The Specter of Auditors' Liability," in The Journal of
Accountancy for September, 1965.
It is natural for an accountant to be incredulous at the
thought that he could be guilty of fraud in the absence
of intentional dishonesty on his part. Accordingly, the
purpose of this article is to describe briefly to practicing
accountants the extent of the legal liability of an accountant to his client and to others in connection with his professional services. T h e nature of due care, negligence, and
fraud in the practice of accounting will be discussed, and
the legal consequences which may follow them will be
described. Since the article has been written for laymen
and since a serious attempt has been made to avoid technical analysis, all legal citations and other references have
been omitted.
Definitions
Basic definitions of several legal terms are set forth
below, since these words and phrases and variations of
them are used repeatedly in the discussion which follows.
Actually, these few terms recapitulate much of the subject matter of the article.
Due care and competence is that degree of care and
competence which is reasonably expected of accountants, as members of a learned and skilled profession,
in performing and reporting on professional engagements.
Negligence (or ordinary negligence) is the failure of
an accountant to perform or report on a professional
engagement with the due care and competence reasonably expected of members of his profession.
Gross negligence is an extreme, flagrant, or reckless
departure from standards of due care and competence in performing or reporting on professional
engagements—as contrasted with the thoughtless
I slip, honest blunder, or error of judgment which
MARCH, 1 9 6 6

amounts to ordinary negligence.
\-^H*e fraud of,«d*£.ek is an intentional false representation of a material fact or opinion made to induce
a person's reliance, and under circumstances in
which the person justifiably does rely upon the false
representation to his injury. The courts have said
that an auditor commits -the fraud of deceit in issuing an audit opinion if his audit has been so negligent as to justify the jury or a judge in concluding
that the auditor could have had no genuine belief
in the truth of his opinion. Evidence of negligence,
and especially of gross negligence, on the part of
the auditor may be considered by the trier-of-fact in
deciding whether the facts support or do not support
an inference that the auditor committed deceit. Evidence of heedlessness and reckless disregard of consequences may be considered in deciding whether or
not the necessary element of intention was present
i to warrant a finding of fraud.
Liability to client
Accountants are members of a learned and skilled profession. Their professional status imposes an obligation to
exercise the care and competence reasonably expected of
persons in their profession, and to adhere to accepted
professional standards. A similar responsibility applies to
all professional experts, and has been described by the
American Law Institute as follows:
. . . If the matter is one which requires investigation,
the supplier of the information must exercise reasonable care and competence to ascertain the facts on
which his statement is based. He must exercise the
competence reasonably expected of one in his business or professional position in drawing inferences . ..
H e must exercise reasonable care and competence in
communicating the information so that it may be
understood by the recipient. . .
If a n accountant fails to exercise care and competence in
performing and reporting on his auditing, accounting,
tax, or management service engagements—he commits
ordinary negligence. And he may be held liable for the
damages resulting to his client.
T h e American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
has formally defined professional standards of qualification such as education, experience, proficiency, judgment,
and independence. The profession has also specified certain standards and some procedures to be used in the performance of and reporting upon audits. These professional
statements of generally accepted auditing standards and
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procedures will be given great, and perhaps decisive,
weight in court in adjudicating liability.
The duties and responsibilities of an auditor are also
governed, and may properly be limited, by the contractual terms of his engagement and the representations
in his audit report. The scope of most audit engagements
is defined in the standard auditor's report, which consists
of his representations—primarily of fact in the first paragraph, and of opinion in the second.' The representations
in the short form opinion incorporate the profession's
auditing standards and procedures and accounting principles, which are found in part in authoritative professional statements; in part in individual statements of
respected writers; and in important part, in practical
applications which are considered by an appreciable segment of the profession to be acceptable. If the scope of
the auditor's assignment and duties is limited by the contract of his employment, any such limitation must be
clearly described in his report.
If an auditor has performed his audit with care and
in accordance with professional standards, he should not
be held liable for an inaccuracy in financial statements
which would not necessarily be detected in an examina :
tion of the type and scope of his engagement. A court
recently said: "Those who hire [public accountants] are
not justified in expecting infallibility, but can expect only
reasonable care and competence. They purchase service,
not insurance . . . " For example, an auditor should not
ordinarily be held responsible for the breakdown of an
apparently satisfactory system of internal control because
of collusive fraud among several persons at the top of a
client organization, since groups of people at high levels
have both the authority and the opportunity to contravene any system of internal control—no matter how well
designed.
Even if the auditor has been negligent in his audit performance, he should not be held liable to the client unless
the client can prove that he suffered loss; that his loss
was the result of the auditor's negligence; and that the
loss did not result in part from the client's own negligence in administering its business and supervising its
employees. If, for example, an auditor recommends the
installation of improved procedures for the protection of
inventory and his client ignores the advice, it is difficult
to conceive that the client would have redress against the
auditor for failing to detect subsequent inventory losses
which were concealed or obscured by inadequate inventory controls.
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Before an accountant takes much comfort in the generality that he is not an insurer, he should, however,
reflect that these rules are easier to state in the abstract
than they are to apply to a set of facts with a confident
prediction of the outcome in court.
The crucial issues in accountant's liability lawsuits are
usually questions of fact as to whether the accountants
deviated from standards of due care and competence in
the engagement, and if so, whether their deviation
amounted to negligence, gross negligence, or fraud. These
questions must be decided by a trier-of-fact (judge or
jury) by applying the appropriate rules of law to the evidence adduced at the trial. In so doing, the trier-of-fact
may often be guided to a sound decision by expert
accounting testimony and reference to the professional
literature. Like all humans, however, triers-of-fact will be
influenced to some extent by their own values, backgrounds, and experience. Some triers-of-fact may begin
the fact-finding process with ignorance, or even a serious
misconception of the whole professional issue. For example, some members of the public and, therefore, some
members of a jury might wrongly assume that any error
in an audited financial statement is a fault of the auditor.
Moreover, a trier-of-fact has no objective means of
detecting what specific acts of human behavior will transform due care into negligence, negligence into gross negligence, or gross negligence into fraud. There are no clear
lines of demarcation between the categories. This means
that in any close question (and most of those which are
litigated to a conclusion are somewhat close), some triersof-fact might reach one conclusion (e.g., due care) and
some another (e.g., negligence). In any given case, the
facts and the rules of law are the same. The determination
of the trier-of-fact is, however, decisive. The outcome of
each case depends upon the judge's or the jury's reaction
to and interpretation of the evidence presented, and their
understanding and evaluation of the rules of law to be
applied to the facts as they find them.
This confronts the auditor with some hard questions.
Does every mistake, every oversight, constitute negligence?
Does every rough edge, every loose end, every management
explanation accepted in full, every benefit of a doubt in
favor of the client — expose the auditor to damages and
loss of reputation? T h e answer should be no — if the
standard of duty is due care and competence, and if the
auditor is not an insurer. However, the answer may not be
that easy if there have been losses, in view of the judicial
fact-finding process.
T H E QUARTERLY

Liability to others wider the common law — negligence
In the United States, and until recently in England,
the courts have generally held negligent accountants to
be liable only to their clents—not to third parties.
—"FirSt, the courts have concluded on pragmatic grounds
that the hazards of public accounting practice would be
too extreme if the commission of ordinary negligence
(such as a thoughtless slip or blunder) were to ". . . expose accountants to a liability in an indeterminate amount
for an indeterminate time to an indeterminate class." (By
Contrast, however, some other professionals whose exposure to third persons is limited in numbers and in
amount have been held liable to third persons for negligence.)
ISecond, the courts have said that auditors should not be
liable for negligence to creditors and investors if their
report ". . . was primarily for the benefit of the [client] . . .
for use in the development of the business, and only incidentally or collaterally for the use of those to whom [the
client] and his associates might exhibit it thereafter." This
is the primary benefit rule. It is based on the thought that
a company ordinarily needs audited financial statements
for many purposes — for management guidance, taxes,
debt and equity investors, lenders, suppliers, customers —
no single purpose alone being a decisive reason for obtaining audited statements.
Thus far the primary benefit rule has been an important protection to auditors from liability to persons other
than their clients for ordinary negligence. Audits have
been held to be for the primary benefit of the client even
in cases in which the auditor knew that his report would
be furnished by the client, or was to be furnished by the
auditor at the request of the client, to a third person. The
primary benefit rule has also been invoked when it was
known that the audit report would be used by the client
to induce action by a third person (such as a creditor or
an investor), and might be relied upon by that person in
taking action. Of course, a third-party plaintiff may always attempt to prove that as a matter of fact the particular audit in his case was for the primary benefit of the
plaintiff, rather than for the primary benefit of the client.
In reported decisions, however, the triers-of-fact (both
judge and jury) have ruled for the auditors on the fact
question in such circumstances.
Nonetheless, the existing decisions do not mean that
there can be no such thing as an audit or a report for the
primary benefit of someone other than the client —
especially if the report is of a specialized nature which
is likely to be of interest or is delivered only to a single
MARCH,
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person or category of persons (such as a lender), rather
than to all of the persons interested in the financial affairs
of the client. Consider these examples: an opinion of an
accountant, delivered directly or indirectly to a lender, to
the effect that in his annual audit he observed no breaches
in the restrictions of a loan agreement; or the accountant's comfort letter addressed both to the client and underwriters of its securities and delivered in fulfillment of a
condition precedent to the obligation of the underwriters
to purchase the securities; or special receivables audits
required by lenders on collateralized debt. It remains to
be established whether any of these or other special audits
or reports are considered to be for the primary benefit of
persons other than the client.
Recently the primary benefit rule has been under attack
in courts and in the literature, and there may be some
danger of partial erosion of this protection to auditors.
The rule was upheld and applied by the English court of
appeal in 1951, but in the face of a strong dissent which
argued that: (a) the duty of avoiding negligence extends
". . . also . . . to any [specific] third person to whom [the
auditors] themselves show the accounts, or to whom they
know their employer is going to show the accounts so as
to induce him to invest money or take some other action
on them"; (b) an auditor might possibly be liable also
". . . if he prepared his accounts for the guidance of a
specific class of persons in a specific class of transactions";
(c) the auditors' duty should not, however, apply to
strangers of whom they have heard nothing and to whom
the client may show their accounts without their knowledge or consent.
Auditors cannot help but foresee that their reports on
financial statements of a client will in fact be relied upon
by existing and prospective lenders, creditors, investors,
and other persons dealing with the client. In some cases
the numbers of such persons may be large and their aggregate commitments in the client may be great. The language of the dissenting opinion could raise a question as
to whether at least some of those groups are "a specific
class of persons in a specific class of transactions" to whom
the dissenting judge would have thought that auditors
should be liable for negligence.
In 1963, the dissent in the 1951 case was cited with
approval in the Hedley Byrne case, which was ruled on by
the highest court of England. T h a t case did not involve a
report of auditors, but rather an accommodation credit
report by a bank, innocently given but negligently worded,
on which a third person relied to his damage. In their
opinions the justices spoke variously of "special," "particu-
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lar," "direct,'" and "proximate" relationships between
defendant and plaintiff, but the justices were unable to
formulate a general guide as to the circumstances which
do or do not create such a "special relationship."
It remains to be seen whether the "special relationship*'
concept of the Hedley Byrne decision will affect the primary benefit rule in the United States. English decisions
sometimes, but not always, influence United States courts
— and vice versa. No departures from the primary benefit rule have been found in reported United States decisions involving accountants. However, a committee of the
well-regarded American Law Institute has recently suggested, with reference to Hedley Byrne and other recent
decisions, that the correct interpretation of the law would
now apply a duty of care, not necessarily ". . . to the very
large class of persons whom almost any negligently given
information may foreseeably reach and influence," but at
least ". . . to the comparatively small group (not necessarily identified by individuals) whom the defendant
expects and intends to influence."
As published in The Journal of Accountancy for October, 1965, it is reported to be the view of legal counsel to
the Council of The Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales that the Hedley Byrne principle will
subject accountants to liability to third persons for loss
resulting from negligence only " . . . in circumstances where
the accountants knew or ought to have known that the
reports, accounts, or financial statements in question were
being prepared for the specific purpose or transaction
which gave rise to the loss and that they would be shown
to and relied upon by third parties in that particular connection." Such a view, if confirmed by the English courts,
might tend to limit, though not necessarily eliminate altogether, the apparent disparity between the American
primary benefit rule and the English special relationship
rule.
To illustrate the possible difference between the primary benefit rule and the special relationship rule, consider the case of the auditor who performs a periodic audit
and knows (as he is bound to) that his client is required
by a loan or merger agreement to deliver financial statements reported on by independent accountants. One could
predict with some confidence that the auditor would be
protected by the primary benefit rule against liability to
the other party to the agreement for ordinary negligence.
But one of the justices in Hedley Byrne said that if an
expert or informed person ". . . takes it upon himself to
give information or advice to, or allows his information
or advice to be passed on to. another person who, as he
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knows or should know, will place reliance upon it, then
a duty of care will arise."
So if the special relationship rule should wholly or
partly supplant the primary benefit rule in the United
States, auditors would become exposed to liability for
negligence to some part of the "indeterminate" class from
which they have heretofore been protected. Thus far the
English courts have articulated their new rule only imperfectly. If the United States courts were to adopt the rule
at all, the degree of increased exposure would remain
uncertain until the rule was applied in litigation.
Liability to others under the common law — fraud
Even though an auditor may not be liable to persons
other than his client for ordinary negligence, he will be
exposed to liability to others if the deficiencies or lapses
in his professional work are of such magnitude that the
issuance of his report constitutes deceit, which is one of
the categories of fraud.
Deceit is defined legally as the intentional misstatement
or concealment of a material fact or opinion for the purpose of inducing another to act in reliance upon it.
An auditor who commits deceit may. be held liable to
the persons whom he should have reason to expect to act
or refrain from acting in reliance upon his deceit — for
loss suffered by them in any of the types of transactions
in which he should expect their conduct to be influenced
by his deceit. Such a liability could extend to those among
the potentially large number of present and prospective
security-holders, suppliers, customers, contractors, and
others whom the auditor should have reason to expect to
act or to forbear to act in reliance upon the auditor's report. It is a question of fact as to which of those persons
the auditor would have a duty, varying according to the
circumstances of different cases. One cannot predict confidently how any specified question of fact would be
decided by various triers-of-fact, except that the decisions
would undoubtedly not be consistent.
In any case, the exposure of the auditor to liability for
fraud would not be limited to the relatively small group
referred to in the preceding section who might be able to
prove that the auditor issued his report for their "primary
benefit," or (under the broader rule) that there was a
"special relationship" between the group and the auditor.
The scope of liability for deceit is broader than for negligence because a deception is considered more culpable
than mere carelessness.
An allegation against an accountant for deceit would
ordinarily arise in connection with his audit report. The
T H E QUARTERLY

standard audit report carries the implicit representation
that the issuer is a competent expert in auditing.
The first paragraph of the standard report contains
representations which are largely, though not wholly, representations of fact. T h e auditor represents that he has
examined the financial statements of a concern, in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and by
such auditing procedures as in his reasonable opinion were
necessary in the circumstances. If the evidence should
reveal significant gaps or omissions in the audit program
or serious incompetence or carelessness of staff work or
supervision, such facts might support an allegation that
the statements of what was done were deceptive misrepreI sentations and might justify a trier-of-fact in so deciding.
The second paragraph of the standard opinion contains
representations of opinion that the financial statements
present fairly the financial position and results of operation of the concern. If the evidence should suggest that the
audit deficiencies or accounting lapses were so extensive
that the auditor may have lacked reasonable ground for
I believing in the accuracy of his opinion, such circumstances might support an allegation that the auditor's
opinion was a deceptive misrepresentation and might
justify the trier-of-fact in so deciding.
As was stated in one decision:
A representation certified as true to the knowledge
of the accountants when knowledge there is none,
a reckless misstatement, or an opinion based on
grounds so flimsy as to lead to the conclusion that
there was no genuine belief in its truth, are all sufficient upon which to base liability. A refusal to see
the obvious, a failure to investigate the doubtful, if
sufficiently gross, may furnish evidence leading to an
inference of fraud so as to impose liability for losses
suffered by those who rely on the balance sheet. In
other words, heedlessness and reckless disregard of
consequence may take the place of deliberate intention.
Whether or not an auditor has committed fraudulent
misrepresentation is a factual question for the jury or
judge, based on expert testimony and other evidence.
Facts indicating either ordinary negligence (a blunder or
error of judgment) or gross negligence (serious lapses in
the coverage or review of the audit work) may be considered by the finder of fact in considering whether the
accountant could reasonably have had a genuine belief
in the accuracy of his report.
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Liability to others under the federal securities acts
Section 11 of the Securities Act of 1933 deprives the
accountant of some of his most important protections in
suits by third persons. An accountant who certifies financial statements in a registration statement under the
Securities Act of 1933 is subject to the liabilities of
Section 11.
An investor in a security registered under the act who
can prove that the certified financial statements contained an omission or misstatement of material importance
may sue the certifying accountant for the amount of his
loss, without being obliged to prove:
(1) negligence or fraud by the accountant in auditing
the statements;
(2) reliance on the accountant's opinion (unless plaintiff acquired his securities after the issuer made
generally available an earnings statement for a
period of at least twelve months beginning after
the effective date of the registration statement) ;
(3) a causal relationship between the omission or misstatement and his loss;
(4) a contractual relationship with the accountant,
issuer, sellers, or underwriters. Thus, even a
stranger purchasing the registered security in the
open market is entitled to recover under the
section.
T h e suit would be barred by the statute of limitations,
unless the plaintiff shows that he sued within one year
after he discovered, or in the exercise of reasonable diligence should have discovered, the alleged omission or
misstatement—and in any case within three years after
the security was offered to the public.
T h e accountant may escape liability if he is able to
sustain the burden of proof that after making reasonable
investigation, he had reasonable ground to believe that
the financial statements certified by him contained no
material omission or misstatement. In effect, the accountant will be held liable unless he can prove that he was
not negligent. And that is indeed a rigorous standard.
T h e auditor may also undertake to prove, if he can,
that there was no causal relationship between the omission or misstatement and plaintiff's loss, or that plaintiff
knew of the omision or misstatement when he acquired
the security.
Section 18 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
could subject accountants to liability for loss to persons
who purchased or sold securities in reliance upon financial statements containing material misstatements or
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omissions certified by the accountants and filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission under the act on
such forms as 8-K and 10-K. Under this section, the
plaintiff must prove reliance upon the omission or misstatement, and although privity (a contract relationship)
is no requisite and plaintiff need not prove negligence or
fraud by the accountant, the accountant is entitled to
prove that he acted in good faith and had no knowledge
that the statement was false or misleading. It therefore
appears that under the 1934 Act the standards of liability
are probably similar or equivalent to those of fraud under
the common law (and, accordingly, are less stringent than
under the 1933 Act). If so, the legal exposure of accountants to liability to third persons may not be significantly
increased, as a practical matter, by this provision of the
1934 Act.
State

Laws

No attempt was made for the purpose of this summary
to search the securities and other statutes of 50 states for
provisions imposing statutory liability on accountants. A
brief check of secondary sources suggests that there may
be very little in the way of state statutes which specifically
impose liability on accountants for negligence, or of more
general state statutes which have been applied to impose
liability on accountants for negligence. Nonetheless, federal and state securities laws contain fraud provisions
which are broad enough to apply to an accountant if his
activities are such as to involve him as a participant in a
fraudulent sale or purchase of securities. And, there is
extensive state legislation on the licensing, regulating, and
disciplining of accountants.
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The above summary suggests that despite important
defenses, practicing accountants have an extensive and
probably increasing degree of exposure to clients and
others arising from their accounting and auditing services. The damage to an accountant's purse can be severe.
T h e damage to his reputation can be irreparable. The
emotional cost of involvement can be deadly.
This article has been written primarily to describe the
risk, rather than to prescribe for it. But there are two
things which accountants should do, one of them comparatively minor and the other all-important.
Accountants should become more conscious of the
degree of responsibility which they are assuming to persons other than their clients, for which they may be receiving no commensurate fee. When called upon to furnish special reports or other information to third persons,
accountants should seriously consider insisting on a stipulation that such reports are furnished without responsibility to persons other than their client, or they should
incorporate a disclaimer of responsibility to third persons
in each such report.
More importantly, accountants must redouble their
vigilance in the performance of their work. They must
assure that the work performed by their professional staffs
is of the highest quality at all levels. They must assure
that the supervision and review of staff work is adequate
to detect deficiencies, and that technical competence is
complemented with mature business judgment. This is
the surest and the most direct way to minimize the risk
of liability to clients and others.

*

*

*

T H E QUARTERLY

TRB&S
presents program for
California Bankers Association
The best banking minds in California were told last
month that they must stretch their imaginations to cope
with the future. At the first seminar for presidents arranged by the California Bankers Association, 110 chief
executives attended an all-day conference presented by the
TRB&S National Staff for Banking Services. "Your job,"
they were advised, "is not only to prepare your management group to react quickly to change as it occurs, but also
to prepare, to anticipate and create change."
Stressing a systematic approach to bank management,
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a team of eleven TRB&S specialists pointed out that effective utilization of the new management technologies will
play a major role for those banks that survive and prosper
during the next decade.
Both sound film and charts were used to trace economic
developments in recent years and to predict future trends.
The main ballroom of the Del Coronado Hotel, set out in
San Diego Bay, made an attractive setting for the meeting.
Visual impact was provided from a mammoth 10 x 20
split screen on which more than 500 full color slides were
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shown. In addition to the slides, a film symposium of college professors discussing trends in banking was presented,
along with recorded messages and a taped montage of
"consume now — pay later" jingles.
One important feature of the program was an outline
of the form a System for Automatic Value Exchange
(S.A.V.E.) might possibly take. The SAVE system envisions a virtually checkless, cashless economic system in
which values and credits are transferred among the various sectors of society without tangible evidences of the
transfer.
Robert G. Stevens, director of the national staff for
banking services, concluded the day's program by stressing
the importance of the president's role in the management
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of change. A nine-step action plan was outlined by Dr.
Stevens and later presented to the bankers in booklet form.
Supporting Dr. Stevens from the TRB&S management
services division banking staff were Anthony c Potenza,
New York; Richard S. Bodman, San Francisco; Vern E.
Hakola, Los Angeles; Richard E. Sprague, Sherman C.
Blumenthal and Robert V. Head of the Advanced Business Systems Division of the Executive Office; and
William R. James, Arnold E. Ditri, George P. Craighead,
and Richard C. Lyon, all of Detroit.
Similar presentations will be made before top management groups and for the board of directors of individual
banks in coming months.

a systematic approach to ba

(left) Frank M. Dana, executive vice
president of the Bank of America
N.T.&S.A.,San
Francisco, and president of the California Bankers Association; Charles Walker,
executive
vice president of the American Bankers Association, New York; Robert G.
St evens, TRB&S director of the National Staff for Banking Services; and
A. A. Milligan, president of the Bank
of A. Levy, Oxnard,
California.
(below left) Anthony
c
Potenza,
TRB&S, New York; Naoji Harada,
president, The Bank of Tokyo of California, San Francisco.

Jnagement"

hove) Kenneth G. House, president, Canadian Bank of Comwterce('California), San Francisco.
(above right) Fortney H. Stark,
J>-, president, Security National
fiank of Contra Costa, Walnut
Creek, California.
(ri?ht)
Jack Tucker,
president,
Werra National Bank, Petaluma,
California; Glenn K. Mowry, executive vice president, Bank of
California N.A., San Francisco.

(below) Richard C. Stratford, partner in charge, TRB&S, Los Angeles;
William E. Siegel, executive vice president, Security First National
Bank,
Los Angeles.

FORMAL
BUSINESS
PLANNING
by Donald A. Curtis and James M. Edgar

James M. Edgar, senior consultant in our Detroit
office, joined TRB&S in 1964. His experience includes projects in market potential analysis, retail
site selections, incentive compensation plans and
systems planning and lie is a frequent speaker on
the subject of corporate planning. Prior to joining
7 RB&S Mr. Edgar was employed by a major
chemical company where he participated in their
marketing activities. Mr. Edgar holds a Bachelor of
Chemical Engineering degree and a Master of Business Administration
in accounting from Cornell
University. He is a member of the American Marketing Association and the Economic Club of Detroit.
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Donald A. Curtis, partner in our Detroit office, has
been with TRB&S since 1957 and has participated
in a variety of engagements involving the corporate
planning function. Currently he is the national management services program director for corporate
planning and has responsibility for a variety of specialized projects hi organization, inventory
control,
management reports, pricing, systems planning, production scheduling and computer feasibility. Mr.
Curtis holds B.S. and M.B.A. degrees from Wayne
State University. He is a member of the Michigan
Association of Certified Public Accountants,
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
Institute of Management
Sciences as well as the
Economic Club of Detroit.
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FORMAL BUSINESS P L A N N I N G
Some businessmen remember the "Great Depression."
Most businessmen remember the last "recession." All
businessmen think about tomorrow. As they think about
tomorrow their reference points are, of a necessity, today
or yesterday but mostly "yesterday." Those whose yesterdays are a little older — a little longer ago, are able to
reflect more accurately upon the great and magnificent
changes that are taking place now. O n a comparative
basis they can see more clearly that change is taking
place at an accelerating rate. Increasingly, therefore, the
job of company management is the management of
change. This job may involve anticipating and reacting
to changes caused by others outside the company or it
may involve identifying and implementing those changes
which the company can profitably cause itself. No matter
what the job involves, however, it requires formal planning to be most effective.
Company objectives and company strategies are the
principle subjects in any discussion of a formalized approach to planning.
• Company objectives are those targets which the
top management group sets for its company. These
objectives include everything of major concern to
the top management group.
• Company strategy describes in broad terms how
the top management group expects to utilize company resources in achieving company objectives. It
is the core idea behind company action.
Taken together, company objectives and strategy define a
framework for company planning and action.
COMPANY OBJECTIVES
Company objectives direct or limit company activities.
They should be written and quantified (where possible)
both for understanding and control. At the discretion of
management, objectives may be set on a variety of subjects such as the following:
• Earnings
• Dividends
• Cash flow
• Growth rate
• Dollar sales
• Market share
Return on investment
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• Degree of market coverage
• Capital structure
• Degree of integration
• Degree of diversification
• Nature of management group
• Nature of ownership
Discussions of business planning place considerable emphasis on the setting of attainable company objectives.
Objectives are important but this emphasis on setting
objectives is misleading. All that is needed is a statement
of desirable company objectives. Whether these objectives
are attainable will become clear later in the planning
process, as specific alternative strategies are evaluated.
COMPANY

STRATEGY

How management achieves company objectives is a
matter of strategy. Strategy is action oriented. It is strategy which should receive major emphasis in the planning
process.
Management must deal with strategy in three ways in
the planning process: First, alternative strategies must be
developed; second, alternative strategies must be evaluated and the best selected; and, third, the selected strategies must be implemented.
DEVELOPING ALTERNATIVE

STRATEGIES

T o develop alternative strategies, management must
work to perceive change. In particular, it must understand these external factors:
• Trends and shifts affecting the economy
• Technical developments affecting company products and processes.
• Changing competitive activity affecting the market share of the company
• Changing customer demands affecting the markets of the company
An accurate understanding of these factors leads to an
identification of the opportunities and the threats confronting the company. These opportunities and threats,
in turn, provide the stimuli for developing alternative
strategies. To exploit opportunities, a company needs
offensive strategies; to combat threats, defensive strategies. Moreover, the company on the defensive must consider how to shift from defensive strategies to offensive
strategies.
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SALES

TIME
Fig. 1.
In attempting to perceive change, management must
have, and usually does have, adequate information regarding the internal operations of its company. However,
it frequently does not have sufficiently sound data regarding the major external factors which effect changes in
those operations. Information on competitors is a typical
example, for seldom is it studied systematically. Yet, if
carefully reviewed, trade publications, newspapers, magazines, advertisements, financial statements, and credit
reports can provide considerable insight into competitive
activities. Additional information can be obtained from
salesmen and customers as well as from market research.
Some of the competitive data which may become important in planning are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Changes in market share
New products
Price changes
Credit policy revisions
Discount modifications
New outlets or facilities
New advertising campaigns
Manufacturing innovations
Recent acquisitions
New financial backings
Major personnel changes

The importance of systematically developed information
on all external factors cannot be overemphasized. The
foundation of business planning is the information upon
which it is based.
T h e development of alternative strategies is the creative step in the planning process. At this point, the planning process is much like the top of a funnel. It is in the
company's best interest to make the diameter of that funnel as large as possible by considering all of the alternative strategies that the company might undertake.
Frequently, management identifies only a few of the
strategies available to it.
For example, if a competitor were to introduce a new
product in a profitable company market, some of the
alternative strategies would be:
JDo nothing
Increase company advertising
Decrease price on company product
Reduce manufacturing cost
Increase field sales force
Increase level of customer service
Improve quality of existing product
Drop existing product
Introduce new product
Buy out competitor
T H E QUARTERLY
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COST AND INVESTMENT

METHOD'OF CLOSING
Fig. 2.
• Diversify into new fields or markets
• Sell out company
Several key points can be developed from this example.
First, each of these possible strategies could be a reasonable response to the threat that has been identified. The
appropriateness of some may be more obvious than others.
For instance, reducing manufacturing cost may be a valid
strategy for a company trying to remain profitable at a
lower volume caused by the competitive product. All too
often a management considers only a few of the possible
strategies with no assurance at all that the strategies being
considered are the best available.
Second, the selection of the best strategy from the
alternatives is usually not obvious at all. Often, however,
management will seize upon one which attracts its interest without any real knowledge of whether it is best from
the standpoint of its objectives. Management probably
feels better doing something when doing nothing could
be the most profitable strategy of all.
Third, many of the alternative strategies could be
combined. Benefits derived from a skillful combination of
two or more alternatives may produce benefits greater
than the sum of those which would have resulted individually. Unless management has first identified the alternatives, it cannot explore ways of combining them.
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EVALUATING ALTERNATIVE

STRATEGIES

Each alternative strategy must be analyzed systematically to determine the probable gains which will result
from its adoption, the corporate resources which are
required and the risk to be encountered. When each
alternative has been analyzed, it can be compared with
the other strategies and with the company objectives. The
actual selection process is straightforward, but not necessarily easy.
Probable Gains T h e first step in analyzing each strategy
usually involves forecasting the incremental revenues
which would be likely if that strategy were implemented.
T h e revenue forecast is based on the anticipated reactions
of customers, competitors, employees, or government, as
appropriate. Different strategies have different impacts
over time as shown in Figure I. Some strategies, such as
price cutting, may produce immediate results. Others,
such as increasing the sales force or introducing a new
product, may require lead times of various lengths before
results are produced.
A skillful combination of strategies with near term,
intermediate term, and long-term payout is essential for
effective planning. As a practical matter, a distinction
between long-range and short-range planning may be
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unnecessary or even harmful, for two reasons:
• First, at any point in time, a company has a wide
range of alternative strategies available to it, each
with a different lead time and flow of benefits.
Selection from among these alternatives involves
some sort of balance between near term and longterm benefits. Action taken near term precludes
certain longer term actions for a company with
limited resources, e.g., a massive advertising campaign now or a new plant three years from now.
Therefore, the short-term or long-term nature of
the strategy often cannot be distinguished in the
selection process, particularly for a small or medium-sized company.
• Second, both short-range and long-range strategies
usually require action in the short range. Indeed,
a major purpose of formal planning is to make
sure that all the required short-range action will
take place, not just that portion necessary for
short-range results. Companies often encounter
difficulty because the first action steps in implementing a long-range strategy are never taken.
Resource Gaps The second step in analyzing each strategy is an identification of those resources that would be
needed in the implementation. For some strategies, those
resources will already be available within the company.
In other cases, they will not. When they are not, a
resource gap has been identified. The size of the resource
gap and the method used to plan it away largely determine the cost and investment required to implement the
strategy.
Consider, for example, the resource gaps which might
be associated with an increase in company sales force, as
shown in Figure II. In the organizational area one sales
manager and 15 salesmen might be needed now. In the
facilities area, a 40% increase in manufacturing capacity
might be required in the fifth year because of incremental
sales expected from the expanded sales force. In the
financial area, 2.5 million dollars might be necessary in
the third year to finance increases in manufacturing capacity, receivables and inventories. In the product area,
three additional products might be needed in the third
year to provide a broader product line for the expanded
sales force. Finally, in the systems area, an incentive compensation plan might be deemed necessary by management to reward salesmen on the basis of the profitable
sales which they generate.
T h e size of these resource gaps and the method by
which each is planned away largely determines the cost
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and investment associated with this increase in sales force.
T h e fact that manufacturing capacity must be increased
by 40%, not by 100%, has an obvious effect on cost and
investment. The method by which manufacturing capacity is increased is also important. Consider the likely
impact on cost and investment of these possibilities:
• Expand existing plant
• Build new plant
• Contract manufacture
• Acquire company
• Launch joint venture
• Increase price (this, avoiding the problem entirely,
perhaps)
Risk The third step in the analysis of each strategy is a
review of its inherent risk. This "is admittedly the most
qualitative step in the analysis but it is one which can be
performed systematically. Several elements affect risk.
First, risk is affected by the sensitivity of the forecast
to events which are not expected. The more sensitive a
forecast is to unanticipated results, the more risk will be
involved. Profitability of a new product, for example,
may be predicated upon a research and development
effort remaining completely secret from competitors until
commercialization. Of course, competitors may learn
about company research efforts and begin to react to
them before the actual product launch. The effect of this
possibility should be evaluated.
This sensitivity analysis identifies those key factors
which, if they do not occur according to forecast, will
drastically affect the results of the strategy. Intelligent
management recognizes the importance of such factors
and watches them closely during the implementation of
the strategy.
Flexibility is the second element affecting risk. The
more flexible a strategy can be made, the less risky it will
be. Flexibility is important because the strategy may be
unsuccessful or the opportunity—or threat—may change,
thus making the original strategy obsolete.
The third element affecting risk is the degree to which
a company must commit its base of power in order to
implement the strategy. The smaller the commitment, the
smaller the risk of the strategy. Every company has a
base of power made up of its various resources, including
finances, facilities, organization, products, markets, technical knowhow, and even image. Implementing a particular strategy requires some commitment of these
company resources and, therefore, a part of the company
base of power. If the size of the commitment is high, a
company may be faced with dangerous exposure should
T H E QUARTERLY

the strategy not produce the expected results. For example, a company utilizing all of its available capital to
build a plant may jeopardize its very existence if that
product is not successful or if the plant itself cannot be
sold or modified.
The implementation of any strategy should be undertaken as a creeping commitment
in order to minimize
risk. During the early stages of implementation, the commitment of the company base of power should be as small
as possible. Additional commitments should be made only
as the likelihood of success increases. Thus, a company
requiring additional manufacturing capacity for a new
product might contract out some manufacturing until the
long-term success of that product is more certain.
The fourth element affecting risk is the uniqueness
inherent in the strategy. Uniqueness in this sense means
competitive advantage or unique selling proposition. It is
that aspect of the strategy which is different from the
present or likely offerings of competitors. A Corvair car
would be an excellent example of such uniqueness. This
car, like the Falcon, Comet, or American, was a compact
car. It differed from all others, however, in having its
motor in the rear. This difference alone insured an element of uniqueness for the Corvair which still has not
been duplicated.
The impact of uniqueness on risk is difficult to assess.
Greater uniqueness does not automatically mean either
greater or less risk.
SELECTION PROCESS
From this analysis of revenues, cost, investment, and
risk, each strategy can be compared with the alternatives
and with company objectives. If company objectives are
unattainable, that fact becomes apparent at this point in
the planning process.
Selecting the best strategies from the alternatives, however, is not easy even after careful analysis. It is difficult
for two reasons:
1. Company objectives themselves may conflict, not in
obvious ways but in subtle ways which become obvious only after the analysis of specific strategies. A
profit objective, for example, may be unattainable
if a diversification objective is achieved.
2. Risk is extremely difficult to balance against expected benefits. How does one really compare a high
risk venture with large potential benefits and a
much less risky venture promising much smaller
benefits?
Resolution of these two dilemmas is the essence of
management. It is management's responsibility to estabMARCH, 1 9 6 6

lish priority among company objectives and to determine
the degree of risk to be undertaken by the company.
IMPLEMENTING THE SELECTED STRATEGIES
Strategies are translated into working plans which consist of goals and the appropriate programs of action, each
assigned to specific individuals within the company. These
plans become the basis for both action and control.
In a large company the specific goals and programs of
action would probably not be developed by the top management group. This group would state company objectives and strategy for key operating executives who would
be responsible for developing goals and appropriate programs of action within their own organizations.
Top management or its planning staff would review
the working plans for completeness, consistency, and realistic relationships between the planned actions and the
anticipated results. The degree of planning detail would
depend primarily upon the size of the company and the
complexity of the strategies selected for implementation.
T h e planning process provides management with a
much broadened basis for control since it deals with both
the results and the actions causing those results. It plans
both profits and actions. The profit plan provides a
standard by which actual results are evaluated; the action
plan provides a similar basis for assessing actions. The
profit plan deals with what is to be accomplished; the
action plan with how it is to be accomplished. Action
planning is particularly important as a control device
when the lead time is long between action and results.
SUMMARY
T h e Management Information System has the continuing job of translating economic shifts and trends,
technical developments, customer demands, competitor
actions and results of company operations into description of opportunities and threats. These opportunities and
threats should be reviewed at appropriate intervals by
management while it considers four key questions:
• Are new company objectives needed?
• Are new strategies needed?
• Are new plans needed?
• Are planned actions actually taking place?
T h e answers to these questions determine whether
management must develop new objectives or strategies or
plans, whether it must take corrective action because
plans are not being complied with, or whether it should
let company activities continue as planned. In short, the
answers to these questions determine the need for additional formal planning at any point in time.
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At the opening of our new office in Tokyo, Jack Wilson, our international coordinating partner, chats with
David J. Nagao and Toshikatsu Takayama. Mr. Takayama is our associate in Japan and Mr. Nagao, a
U.S. firm supervisor, is on temporary assignment there.
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Sanford S. Ackerman broadcast over radio station WOR as guest on
the Fay Henle show in December. Mr. Ackerman, manager in our New
York Management
Services office, discussed business
management
methods in social action programs.

Our San Diego office held open house in
their new quarters in the U.S. National
Bank Building in January. Enjoying the
festivities are partner-in-charge John J.
Malkind with his wife, Margaret, and
^arl E. Hartnack, senior vice-president
of Security First National Bank.
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Donald C. Wiese appeared as guest
at four different radio stations in
Boston recently. Mr. Wiese, manager in the tax
department,answered
questions on taxes over stations
WBZ,
WMEX,
WNAC
and
WHDH.

Shown at a luncheon for representatives of both government and
private urban planning agencies from the Pittsburgh area are
David Hill, executive director of the Mayor's Committee
on
Human Resources, and Louis Werbaneth, partner-in-charge
in
Pittsburgh. Sanford S. Ackerman was guest speaker.
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The
Discount
Industry
Today
by Thomas J. Niemann

Thomas J. Niemann, manager in our St. Louis office,
has been with the firm since 1957. His experience
has included projects in the airlines industry, securities and exchange practice, and retailing, specifically
discounting and supermarkets. He is a member of
TRB&S' Retail Committee's sub-committee on the
Discount Industry.
Mr. Niemann holds B.S. and M.S. degrees in Commerce & Finance, both from St. Louis University.
He is a member of the National Association of
Accountants, American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants
and the Greater St. Louis Retailer
Controllers Group. He is also a member of the Meetings Committee—St. Louis Chapter of the Missouri
Society of Certified Public
Accountants.
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During the 1950's, a phenomenon appeared upon the
retailing scene — the discounter. A discount store is a
departmentalized retail establishment utilizing mostly
self-service techniques and operating at a lower margin
than conventional stores selling the same type of merchandise. From its inception, when its activity was limited to
the sale of appliances at lower than normal prices, to the
present, when virtually every product saleable at the
retail level is available through a discount outlet, the discount industry has undergone many dramatic and often
painful changes. Indeed, the old adage "nothing is constant except change itself" seems particularly applicable
to this industry.
Originally termed a revolution, it now seems clear that
the appearance of the discounter and his influence upon
the retail scene could better be described as an evolution.
The discounter has not completely changed the concept
of retailing. He has merely placed before the consumer, at
a lower price, merchandise previously available only
through traditional retail establishments. This is possible
because the discounter customarily sells at a lower gross
margin and because he does not offer all the services
offered by the traditional retailer.
In addition to these apparent operating differences, the
discounter, especially in his earliest years, has often accentuated his price comparison advantages by carrying lower
quality merchandise. However, in recent years, a definite
upgrading of merchandise has occurred in the industry
and the difference in quality has been narrowed considerably.
Characteristics of a

Discounter:

From its humble beginning — when the discounter
could best be identified by the physical unattractiveness
of his plain, sparsely adorned outlet filled with simple
shelving and pipe racks overflowing with medium to lowMARCH, 1 9 6 6

quality merchandise—to the present time, the change in
the discount industry can best be illustrated by examining
some of its basic philosophical characteristics.
1. One-stop shopping. The capability to satisfy all
essential needs of the consumer at one location has
always been a basic characteristic of the discounter.
Perhaps the most noteworthy advance in this respect
has been the increasing importance of the role of
the grocery supermarket in the discount operation.
In 1964, food sales represented an estimated 25%
of discount volume; this is approximately 5% of
total national grocery volume. Originally received
with some skepticism, the supermarket methods
have proved to be important merchandising tools
of the discounter. While not a significant profit contributor, the supermarket's ability to draw customer
traffic from one part of the store to all the others
has proved so valuable that the entire food operation is often used as a "loss leader" for this purpose.
2. Self-service. This is still a salient characteristic of
the discounter. Some have increased sales service
by changing from central check-out to departmental cashier centers, thereby locating store personnel nearer the merchandise, but in most discount
stores a sales clerk is indeed a very elusive, if not
illusive, person.
3. Location and physical facilities. Significant changes
have taken place in the discounter's viewpoint on
physical facilities. While the location still tends to
be in a surburban area with adequate parking
space, a newly constructed discount outlet often
bears little resemblance to its earlier counterpart.
The new store is larger, better fixtured and much
more impressive. Gone are the pipe racks, lighting
is much superior, the exterior and interior decor
more pretentious, aisle space increased and mer-
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chandise more attractively displayed. Many of these
newer outlets are not greatly dissimilar in appearance to the new suburban branch of a traditional
department store. Many of the older stores have
undergone extensive remodeling.
4. Cash vs. credit selling. Originally a cash and carry
operation, credit selling has now become commonplace in the discount industry. The modes of credit
are varied. Some discounters own and service their
accounts although most sell them to financing institutions which assume the responsibility for servicing
and collecting, often with recourse to the discounter
when the collection attempt fails. The emergence
of credit as a recognized and required merchandising stimulant must be considered as a major development from the embryonic stage of discounting.
5. Quality of merchandise. This is the real "grey" area
of discounting. The traditional retailers have always
contended that price comparisons are misleading
since the merchandise carried by discounters is inferior. This statement has some merit, not solely because of the inferior merchandise inference, but
mainly because the discounter is offering merchandise similar to that sold in the "popular-priced" and
basement departments of the department stores and
in variety stores, and is not competing against the
"better" department stores or the high fashion apparel outlets. Also, nationally advertised brands have
not always been generally available to the discounter. To be sure, there were and still are discounters, just as there were and still are traditional
retailers, who specialize in low-end merchandise.
However, in the 1960's, the larger discount chains,
which always offered medium-to-better quality merchandise, have definitely further improved the overall quality of their merchandise lines. More brand
names are continually appearing on their shelves
and private label items are increasingly more in
evidence. The soft goods lines, traditionally not an
important brand-name area, have been materially
strengthened. Although better quality merchandise
is now being offered by the major discounters, this
upgrading trend has not been adopted by all discount operators. A natural corollary of higher quality merchandise is greater profit margins. In the
July, 1965, issue of T H E D I S C O U N T M E R C H A N D I S E R , Nathaniel Schwartz, in an editorial
entitled " U p and Out with Upgrading", admonished the discounters to be cautious in this area.
His contention, shared by many discounters, is that
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the success of the industry has been based upon low
profit margin merchandising and that abandonment of this concept would remove an advantage
of paramount importance.
6. Merchandising policy. The typical discounter is still
highly promotional. The public address system in
the store continuously calls our attention to the
bargain now being offered in the shoe department,
next in the jewelry department, etc. The discounter
also continues to stock heavily the lines which sell
and to ignore the remainder. For example, only the
popular sweater sizes and colors are stocked. Sol
Cantor of Interstate Department Stores, says,
"Thick on the best, to hell with the rest". This
philosophy has obvious advantages in lower inventory investment and better stock turnover and also
presents fewer inventory control problems.
7. Store hours. Most discount stores are open longer
hours than the conventional retailer — generally
every night and Sundays where permitted by law.
Although more rigid enforcement of existing blue
laws or enactment of new legislation has tended to
restrict Sunday selling, this day has always been
popular with the consumer and is considered, where
permitted, a normal store day by discounters.
8. Customer service. With the exception of the expansion of credit previously mentioned, available
customer services are still limited and, where offered, are generally optional with a charge to
the user.
It is clear that changes have taken place in the modus
operandi of the discount store from its infancy to the
present. In many respects the discounter has moved closer
to the conventional retailer in his concept of operations.
However, the basic distinguishing features — self-service
and lower profit margins, remain and continue to provide
impetus for the continuing growth of the industry.
Industry

Development:

T h e following statistical data have been excerpted
from " T h e True Look of the Discount Industry, 1964,"
the fifth annual study of the industry conducted by the
Research Department of T H E D I S C O U N T M E R C H A N D I S E R . Certain of the data are based upon estimates, discounters being notoriously reluctant to disclose
or exchange information. Nevertheless, this survey is generally recognized as reasonably presenting the industry
and in any event is certainly the best available. There are
no government statistics since the Bureau of Census does
not separately classify discount activity.
T H E QUARTERLY
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The study disclosed that sales in discount stores have
increased 444% (400% exclusive of food) in the,period
1960-1964, compared with a 15% increase in department
store sales and a 19%-increase in total retail sales during
the same period. The number of discount stores increased
from 1,329 to 2,951, the average store size from 38,400 to
58,800 square feet and the average volume per store from
$1,480,000 to $3,643,000. T h e fabulous growth rate of
1961 and 1962, when the industry virtually doubled in
size each year, has decreased noticeably. However, this
was to be expected and discounters now look for volume
in 1965 to exceed 12 billion dollars — more than total
department stores sales of only 5 years ago. T h e leveling
off of the growth trend is also reflected in the rate of newstore openings. Two hundred and twenty-one new stores
were opened in 1964, an increase of 8.1% from the prior
year, compared with increases of 15.5%, 30.3% and
36.5% in the 3 immediately preceding years.
Thirty-nine discount chains had 1964 sales in excess of
$50,000,000 and accounted for approximately $5 billion
°f the discount industry volume through 1,292 stores.
The leaders are:
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1964 Sales
E. J. Korvette, Inc.
$529,000,000
S. S. Kresge Co. (K-Mart, Jupiter)
$325,000,000
Interstate Department Stores, Inc.
(Topps, White Front, Family Fair) $323,000,000
Gem International, Inc.
$250,000,000
The statistics of growth are indeed impressive!
However, this era of expansion was not without its pitfalls. In 1960, it seemed to interested and ambitious
observers that all that was required to succeed as a discounter was to open one's doors to accommodate the
great hordes of consumers eager for whatever the discounter had to offer. This apparently simple road to
riches led to a great rush to be among the first to reap the
golden harvest. Stores were opened as quickly as possible,
often with little or no consideration as to marketing or
economic reality. Scant attention was paid to suitability
of location, adequate capitalization, obtaining satisfactory
management personnel and the other ingredients necessary for a successful enterprise. By 1962, the folly of this
approach was becoming readily apparent. Too rapid
expansion had over-extended the financial capabilities of
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many discounters. Gross mismanagement was harassing
others. T h e prophets of doom stood ready to sound the
death knell of the fledglings, which by now they were certain were doomed from the start and would never succeed. Indeed, some did not survive, the most noteworthy
being Grayson Robinson Stores, Inc., which finally failed
only recently. However, the discounters' problems were
generally due to inadequate planning and management
and were not the result of an inherent defect in the discount concept itself. The basic soundness of the concept
was indicated by the fact that virtually all discounters
were able to tighten their belts, to take the necessary
actions to cure operational defects and to establish the
nucleus for a sound operation with favorable long-term
prospects. Once over the shocks of this period most of
them have found the sailing somewhat smoother. The
grand rush of expansion was slowed appreciably and discounters were content to solidify their early gains and to
provide for future expansion in a planned, orderly manner.
This is virtually the picture of the industry today. Further growth is expected and desired — but not the pellmell type of the early 1960's. Discounters presently seem
much more interested in maximizing profits by increasing
operating efficiency rather than in compiling impressive
volume statistics that may not contribute to increased
profitability.
Operational

Concepts:

Two significant operational concepts merit renewed
attention due to their application in the discount industry: (1) the lessor-lessee relationship and (2) the closeddoor, or membership, plan.
While the sales volume of the traditional retailer is
accounted for mainly through sales of owned departments, the volume through leased departments generally
being less than 10% of total store volume, no such universality of practice exists in the discount industry.
Operations range from 100% owned to 100% leased
with no median within the range which can be considered typical. For example, E. J. Korvette, Inc., the largest
discounter, sells principally through owned departments
while G E M operates heavily through leased operators—
the service stations and certain soft goods departments
being the only owned segments of activity. Other discounters operate anywhere between these extremes. Some
operate as owned departments those which they have
found to be the most profitable. Others operate owned
departments only when unable to acquire competent
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leased operators. T h e leased department concept has been
one of the important contributions to the rapid growth
of the industry since it permits the discount store operator to expand quickly with limited capital requirements.
Of course, this approach also has presented problems
since not all leased department operators proved sound I
either financially or management-wise. In earlier years
dissatisfaction was commonplace and changes of leased
operators were a routine occurrence. However, as the
industry has developed, many large leased operators have
emerged and it is now a relatively simple matter for a
sound discount store to obtain satisfactory leased operators.
This emphasis on leased operations by many discounters has created an industry within an industry. I
Many successful leased operator chains have developed.
Some operate departments in over 100 discount outlets.
Over the years, the pendulum has swung in the lessorlessee operator relationship until at present many adequate leased operators are available and are actively competing for departments in the declining number of newly
opening stores. This competition is further accentuated '
by the fact that many discount operators have policies
which offer new departments automatically to the operators in their present stores. In their desire and need for
expansion, some leased operators have even opened their
own discount stores, operating the department in which
they have competence and obtaining leased operators for
the others.
As the growth rate levels off and capital is generated
through profits, many discounters probably will attempt
to expand inwardly by taking over previously leased
departments. In December, 1965, G E M announced plans
to merge with Parkview Drugs, Inc., a leased operator
principally of the drug departments in many of the G E M S
stores and in other discount outlets. This joining of the
major lessor operator and one of the larger lessee operators in the industry, could well herald significant activity I
in this area with expansion occurring either by merger
or by absorption of previous operators upon termination
of present license agreements. Aside from the obvious
profit motive this has appeal to the store operator who,
even with the most favorable relationship with his leased
operators, is continually frustrated by his inability to
implement his programs as quickly and completely as he
could with owned departments.
T h e closed-door, or membership, concept of merchandising, where selling is limited to a select group of consumers, gained importance in retailing through its use in
T H E QUARTERLY

the discount industry. G E M , the largest closed-door organization, limits its membership to government employees employees of firms doing a substantial amount of
government work, members of the military, including
reserves, and employees of religious, scientific, educational
and charitable institutions. Memberships are generally for
a fee and may be either permanent or renewable. The
concept seems to have great appeal to some consumers
because it implies that they as members are able to secure
something not available to others. The membership fee
also has economic appeal to the operator but is not a
vital consideration which will lead a discounter to a decision to adopt the closed-door method of operation.
This method of operation has an obvious disadvantage
in that while it admittedly does induce some members to
buy who would not otherwise have done so, it also limits
its customers to its membership. Much has been written,
pro and con, on the merits of a closed-door operation but
to date no conclusions have been reached. G E M and
others still adhere to the concept (although G E M has
gone open-door in two of its unprofitable stores in March,
1966). Some previously closed-door operators have gone
open-door, others have new open-door outlets while remaining closed-door in their previous outlets. T h e final
relative significance of the closed-door operation in the
discount industry is yet to be determined but the trend
is definitely away from it.
An Industry

Maturing:

There are many signs that the industry is truly coming
of age. There is no longer a question as to whether the
discounter will remain upon the scene, but rather one as
to his eventual position in the retail trade picture. The
industry has respectable leadership, both as to companies
and personalities. More discounters are going public all
the time. Many are casting covetous glances overseas and
some have already moved in this direction.
An area of particular interest to watch in evaluating
the industry's maturity will be its efforts to develop a
meaningful "figure exchange" program. T h e Harvard
University Graduate School of Business Administration
and the Controllers' Congress of the National Retail
Merchants Association have for many years developed
studies of the merchandising and operating results of
department stores. These annual studies are developed
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from reports submitted by companies within the industry
and are generally acknowledged to be of great value.
Early efforts to develop such a survey among discounters
were singularly unsuccessful since, as previously noted,
discounters were generally unwilling to divulge their statistics. However, efforts persisted and in April, 1965, the
Marketing Department of the University of Massachusetts
released the first formal survey of the industy, entitled
"Operating Results for 19 Self-Service Discount Department Stores: 1963". The analysis was admittedly only a
first step and was candidly described by its preparer as a
pilot research study. Nevertheless, it is an important start.
Step two will be the study of 1964 results due to be released shortly. Much remains before these studies become
meaningful. T h e sample included in the statistics must be
increased, more detailed data must be obtained and consitency of reporting must be achieved to permit the
assemblage of data in a uniform manner.
Future of the

Industry:

T h e development of the discount industry clearly indicates that the discounter is here to stay and that he will
definitely retain his individual identity in the retail picture although he will never replace the traditional retailer. T h e preferences of the consumer are too varied to
permit any one form of merchandising to reign supreme.
T h e discount concept is not now, nor will it ever be, limited to the low end of the market. In an era of unprecedented prosperity and continually increasing disposable
income, the consumer has once again demonstrated that
he relishes a "bargain" whether buying high quality furs
or automotive oil. T h e growth rate in the industry will
slacken. A 10% annual volume increase in the immediate
future appears more realistic than the much higher increments of the past five years.
The discount industry is solid, solvent and strong. Its
periods of greatest turbulence and peril are past. Periods
of adjustment will no doubt come but should be handled
in stride by a maturing industry. Still to be determined
is the eventual significance of the leased department
operator and the closed-door operator. Their final relative importance may not be ascertained for many years
but certainly will be of interest in following the future
development of the discount industry.
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A recent article in the "Quarterly" by this author
expressed the fear that the Internal Revenue Service and
the courts would continue to apply the "Libson Shops
Doctrine" to 1954 Code cases even though the Libson
case was decided under the 1939 Code.
In summary, the Libson Shops decision held that a corporation's net operating loss carryovers would survive a
corporate liquidation or merger only when there was a
continuity of business enterprise. This decision was handed
down by the Supreme Court in 1957 and there has been
considerable discussion as to the real meaning of the
Court's language.
Recent months have brought a fulfillment of the
expected application of "Libson" to 1954 Code cases. As
might be expected, the Treasury Department has jumped
in with both feet and pronounced in T.I.R. 773 that it
will continue to invoke Libson Shops in certain 1954
Code cases. This T.I.R. states that Libson will be applied
where there has been a change in business coupled with
a 50% or more change in "beneficial ownership". The
Treasury is thus enlarging the Code by using the phrase
"beneficial ownership" instead of the definition of ownership under Section 382.
Further, the I R S says it will also use its broad powers
under Section 269 and under Section 482 to reallocate
income if this seems an appropriate way to eliminate trafficking in loss corporations.
Early action by the Courts on 1954 Code cases went
along with the IRS. In Maxwell Hardware Company,
41 T.C. 386, the corporation had sustained losses in the
hardware business. The hardware operations were discontinued after the corporation entered the real estate
development business, the funds for such new operation
being furnished by the issuance of non-voting preferred
stock to the former owners of the real estate. The value
of this preferred stock was two-fifths of the value of the
common stock. The operating losses suffered in the hard-
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Applicability
of the
"LMon Shops
Rationale"
under 1954
Code Cases
by Jerry B. Jackson
ManagerJRB&S in Kansas City
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A supplement to an article on net operating loss
carry-overs of affiliated corporations which appeared in The Quarterly in September.

ware business were then used to offset the profits of the
real estate operations.
The Tax Court relied upon the decision of the Supreme
Court in Libson Shops using the following language, "We
conclude that petitioner is not entitled to a carry-over
since the income against which the offset is claimed was
not produced by substantially the same businesses which
incurred the losses". It is interesting to note that in the
Maxwell case, the Commissioner, the Tax Court and petitioner all agreed that if Libson Shops had arisen under
the 1954 Code, the same decision could not have been
made since Section 381 of the 1954 Code would expressly
allow the net operating loss carryover and the limitations
of Section 382 would be inapplicable.
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has reversed the
Tax Court in Maxwell (343 F. 2d 713) using very clear
and precise language. The Tax Court had already disposed of most of the Government's contentions and found
that the net operating loss carryover could not be disallowed under Section 382, Section 269 or Section 482.
This is highly important since the entire decision by the
Circuit Court pertains to the applicability of Libson
Shops to 1954 Code cases. The Court stated, "Libson
Shops, decided under the 1939 Act, is no longer law. It
has been superseded by the 1954 Internal Revenue Code
which, in Section 382, dealt specifically and differently
with the concept of continuity of business enterprise upon
which the Libson Shops decision was based." (Underscoring supplied)
The Court went into considerable detail explaining
that Con gress, after years of thorough and careful committee consideration, adopted specific limitations on net
operating loss carryovers and that it was not the intention
of Congress that such provisions be disregarded by the
Courts.
A more recent case, Clarksdale Rubber Company, 45
TC No. 22, decided by the Tax Court itself, appears to
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add weight to the Circuit Court's reversal of the Tax
Court's decision in Maxwell. In summary, Clarksdale
suffered losses in the manufacture of rubber products, the
stock was sold and for a time the operations were transferred to a sister corporation. After about three years the
operations were transferred back to Clarksdale. T h e
earlier losses were then used to offset the currently profitable operations. The IRS once again attempted to apply
Libson Shops.
The T a x Court allowed the carryovers but was not as
specific or emphatic as the Ninth Circuit as to the
inapplicability of Libson to 1954 Code cases. In fact, the
Tax Court stated that the facts in Clarksdale and Libson
were entirely different, leaving the impression that they
might have applied Libson if the facts had been similar.
T h e Tax Court expressed its belief that where a "change
in ownership" under Section 382 has come to pass, the
definition of "change in business" under the same section
should exclusively govern the right to use the net operating loss carryover. When the "change in ownership"
test is not met, the T a x Court indicated that it still has
the right to apply Libson Shops.
In summary, it appears the Government will continue
to apply the "Libson Shops" rationale whenever and
wherever possible. The Tax Court may or may not apply
it, and the highest Court to rule on the issue to date, the
Ninth Circuit, has indicated that it will definitely and
emphatically not apply the rationale. It is quite probable
that this question will be brought before other Circuit
Courts and unless unanimity develops, it may well be
decided by the Supreme Court.
At this point, taxpayers do have the knowledge that
one circuit court has decided wholeheartedly in their
favor. Unfortunately, the favorable decisions will not
deter the IRS so any taxpayer facing a situation which is
subject to challenge under "Libson Shops" should be
prepared for battle.
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Schedule of Training Courses

Course

Number

Course Title

1966

Location

1304 M . S .

Practice Development and Managing the Engagement

February 7-11

New York

1310 M . S .

Personnel Selection Methods

February 15-17

Chicago

1305 M . S .
&
1307 M . S .

Marketing Services
March 28-April 1

Not determined

1102 Audit

Evaluation of Internal Control

April 18-22

Not determined

1103 Audit

Auditing Objectives, Standards, and Procedures

April 25-29

Chicago

1104 Audit

Management Services and the Auditor

May 2-13

Milwaukee

Course

Long Range Planning

Number

Course Title

Date

Location

1105 Audit

Specialized Accounting and Auditing Problems

May 16-20

New York

1102 Audit

Evaluation of Internal Control

May 23-27

Not determined

1106 Audit

Practice Development and Professional Responsibilities

May 23-27

Chicago

1323 M . S .

Retail Services

June 6-9

Tarrytown

1103 Audit

Auditing Objectives, Standards, and Procedures

June 6-10

Chicago

1201 T a x

Principles of Taxation and Research Methodology

June 6-11

Not determined

1104 Audit

Management Services and the Auditor

June 13-24

Milwaukee

1105 Audit

Specialized Accounting and Auditing Problems

June 20-24

New York

1102 Audit

Evaluation of Internal Control

June 27-July 1

Not determined

1106 Audit

Practice Development and Professional Responsibilities

June 27-July 1

Chicago
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Speaking Engagements
3?

SPEAKER

DATE

Advanced Business

SUBJECT

AUDIENCE

Systems
The Man-Machine Interface in
Management Information Systems

Westchester-Fairfield Chapter of Association for
Computing Machinery

Oct. 22 '65

Economics of ADP

Symposium on the Economics of Automatic Data
Processing, Rome, Italy

Oct. 28 '65

Impact of the Total Business
Systems Approach on the
Organization Structure of
Business

National Association of Accountants, Oakland
Chapter in Michigan

HAMMERTON, JAMES C.

Oct. 4 '65

Chairman—Scheduling of Large
Scale Projects

T I M S , Rochester, New York

HEAD, ROBERT V.

Oct. 29 '65

Systems for Automatic Credit
Clearance

Association for Computing Machinery, New York

Nov. 8-10
'65

Automatic Credit Transfer Systems:
Emergence of the Checkless
Society

Envelope Manufacturers Association, San Francisco

LoCONTO, P. A .

Feb.

Solving Growth Problems in the
Family-Held Company

American Management Association Seminar,
New York

LYTLE, D E N N I S H.

Nov. 17-19
'65

Output & Display Techniques for
Instant Access Systems

American Management Association Seminar,
New York

SPRAGUE, RICHARD E.

Oct. 27 '65

Planning and Implementing
Computer Based Management
Information Systems

American Management Association Seminar,
New York

Dec. 13-16
'65

On Line-Real Time Systems of the
Future

Audit-EDP Seminar for Business Professors, Chicago

Feb.

The Trend Toward Computer
Informational Utilities and the
Impact on Small Business

American Management Association Seminar,
New York

Nov. 5 '65

The State of the Art

Georgia Society of CPAs — Seminar on Electronic
Data Processing in the Medium Size Business

Oct. 13-15
'65

Corporation Taxes

Georgia Society of CPAs — Annual Tax Institute

DYSART, H U G H , J R .
K E L L E R , DONALD M.

Jan. 5

Management Services

Accounting Academy — Boston College

G E R R I S H , SCOTT

Oct. 19 '65

Management Services by CPAs for
Small Business

Kiwanis Club — Haverhill, Mass.

K E L L E R , DONALD M.

March 24

Suggestions for Making Capital
Budgeting Decisions

Regional Financial Management Conference —
International Association of Ice Cream
Manufacturers

W I E S E , DONALD C.

Oct. 9 '65

Compensation Problems

Northeastern University — Federal Tax Forum

BLUMENTHAL. SHERMAN C. Oct. 21

CRANE_, ROGER R.

'65

14-16

28

tlanta
SPAULDING,, HARRY
V E S T GEORGE B.

L.

oston
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SPEAKER

DATE

SUBJECT

AUDIENCE

Chicago
BRAGG, J A M E S R.
H A I G H T , EDWARD A.

M o s s , HENRY S.
BROWN. C H A R L E S F.
EBERT, CARROLL E.

Dec. 14 '65 T h e Computer and its use in
Manufacturing Today

Seminar — American Institute of Industrial
Engineers

Feb. 15

T h e New Menswear Financial and
Operating Manual

Men's Wear Retailers of America —
Dallas, Texas

March 22

Management Sciences Applications
in Retailing

Milwaukee Retail Controllers Association,
Milwaukee

BRUSHERD, J O S E P H T.

Dec. 16 '65 Background on the Natural Business
Year

Illinois Society of CPAs — Local Practitioners
Luncheon

C O W E N . KAY H.

Dec. 3 '65

Illinois Society of CPAs — 1965 Eleventh Annual
Tax Conference

DAVIDSON, H. J U S T I N

Dec. 15-17 Statistical
'65

H A R T U N G , G L E N N J.
F R E W E R T , WILLIAM H.
BLY, J O H N P.

Dec. 1 '65

Another Look at Multiple
Corporations
Sampling

for

Banking

Federal Tax Clinic

American Banking Association — Operations
Research Seminar
Seminar — Millikin University

H A U S M A N , DONALD I.

Nov. 30 '65 Stock Options. Deferred Compensation and Pension and Profit
Sharing Plans

Illinois Manufacturers' Association

K A Y , ROBERT S.

Jan. 19

Accounts Receivable Verification
by Statistical Sampling

Institute of Internal Auditors

R E V E R S , RAYMOND J.

Jan. 21

Professional Development and
Education for the Accountant

5th Annual Intern Dinner — Northern Illinois
University

SCHWANBECK, WILLIAM J.

Dec. 10

Earnings & Profit—An Important
Yardstick

16th Annual Tennessee Tax Institute

Cincinnati
BERNSTEIN, BENJAMIN

Oct. 29 '65 Change. Challenge and Opportunity

Arkansas Society of CPAs

Nov. 11 '65 Profitability Accounting

Central Trust Company Correspondent Seminar

Feb.16

Home Builders Association of Northern Kentucky

Feb. 17
Oct.
R E E D , ALVIN S.

Feb.16

Accounting Procedures for Home
Builders
Professional Ethics

University of Cincinnati — Beta Alpha Psi
Accounting Honor Society

Profitability Accounting

National Association of Credit Management —
Midwest Conference

Tax Planning and Procedures for
Home Builders

Home Builders Association of Northern Kentucky

Cleveland
BONI, GREGORY M.

Dec. 17 '65 Impact of Management on Profits

Steel Founders' Society, District 6 and 7 —
Oakbrook, Illinois

O ' K E E F E , ROBERT C.

Feb. 16

The Need for an Effective Internal
Audit Program

Retail Controllers Group — Cleveland Athletic Club

Dayton
Oct. 18 '65

Inventory Management

Engineers' Club

Oct. 28 '65

Profitabilitv Accounting

The Mead Corporation — Seminar for Non-Financial
Executives

C U N N I N G H A M , K E I T H A.

Oct. 27 '65

The Accounting Environment

The Mead Corporation — Seminar for Non-Financial
Executives

S A C H , ROBERT J.

Nov. 9 '65

Sales Forecasting

Budget Executives Institute

S C H U B E R T , FRANCIS J.

Oct. 1 '65

Ohio Franchise Faxes

Cleveland Chapter — Ohio Society of CPAs

BRESNAHAN, JAMES C.

Nov. 12 '65 Ohio Franchise Taxes
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SHANK, J O H N K.

DATE
Oct. 27 '65

SUBJECT
Cash Flow Analysis

AUDIENCE
The Mead Corporation — Seminar for Non-Financial
Executives

TAYLOR, C H A R L E S G.

Oct. 11 '65

Civic Responsibility

Centerville High School P.T.A.

WALLACE, IRL C.

Oct. 28 '65

Interpretation and Comparability
of Financial Data

The Mead Corporation — Seminar for Non-Financial
Executives

FlEDELMAN, RONALD S .

Dec. '65

Charitable Contributions

Allied Jewish Community Council of Denver

Dec. 16 '65

Casualty Losses

Tax Practitioners of Colorado

GRIFFIN, CARLETON H .

Oct. 26 '65

Your First Two Years in Public
Accounting

University of Colorado — Beta Alpha Psi

Jan. 18

A Career in Accounting

Senior Students, East High School — Denver,
Colorado

Jan. 19

A Career in Accounting

Accounting Students — Colorado State University

H U S T E D , C H A R L E S E.

Nov. 24 '65

Profitability Accounting

Management Services Committee — Colorado
Society of CPAs

PALMER, R U S S E L L E.

Nov. 4 '65

Probles Involved in the Approach to Regis College — Accounting Faculty and Accounting
and Completion of an Audit
Students

Jan. 18

The CPA's New Look

Denver

PALMER, R U S S E L L E. &
PETERSON, RICHARD L.

Accounting Department — University of Denver

Nov. 10 '65 The CPA Profession's New Look and Denver Chapter — American Institute of Banking
its Significance to Bankers
Nov. 16 '65 The CPA Profession

Regional Banking Course sponsored by
The American Institute of Bankers

Dec. 7 '65

Internal Control

Denver Chapter — Administrative Management
Society

ARCHIBALD, DAVID P.

Jan. 19

Managerial Advantages of Understanding the Cost Accounting
System

BAUMANN, EDWARD A.

Nov. 16 '65 Recapture of Depreciation and the
Investment Credit

Lansing Chapter—National Association of
Accountants

BIANCO, J O S E P H P. J R .

Oct. 6 '65

Michigan State University — Accounting Club

COLEMAN, RONALD G.

Oct. 6 '65

Management Systems of the Future

Michigan State University — Accounting Club

Oct. 11

Planning for Dealership Profit

Caterpillar Tractor Dealers Western Regional
Conference

Nov. 17 '65

Analyzing Marketing Costs

University of Wisconsin
Seminar

Dec. 9 '65

Functional Costs and Costs of
Customer Services

Savings and Loan Controllers

HEGARTY, J O H N D., J R .

Dec. 3 '65

Controlled Corporations

18th Annual Federal Tax Lectures —
Michigan Association of CPAs

H O U G H T E N , ELMER M.

Nov. 12 '65 Michigan Business Activities Tax

State Tax Forum — Michigan Association of CPAs

JAMES, WILLIAM R.

Nov. 30 '65

Profitability Accounting and the
Real World

Class in Managerial Accounting & Control —
Michigan State University

J E N S E N , WALLACE M.

Oct. 22 '65

Changes in Accounting Methods

1 3th Annual Taxation Conference — University of
Texas Law School

R U F F , J E A N - P A U L A.

Nov. 23 '65

Project Control System including
P E R T and CPM

Northwestern Michigan College

RYAN, J O S E P H P.

Dec. 6 '65

Reporting for Control

Budget Executives Institute — Detroit Chapter

SEITZ, JAMES E.

Dec. 1 '65

Stop the World, I Want to Get On!

Madison Chapter — Wisconsin Society of CPAs
Beta Alpha Psi — University of Wisconsin

VANDER BROEK, DAVID J.

Dec. 3 '65

Controlled Operations

18th Annual Federal Tax Lectures —
Michigan Association of CPAs

STAMP, ROBERT L.

Detroit

CRAIGHEAD, GEORGE P.

MARCH, 1966

Management Systems of the Future

Pennsalt Chemical Company — Management Club

Management Institute
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DATE

SUBJECT

W I L T E N , FREDERICK J.

Dec.

W I S H A R T J ROBERT D.

Oct. 6 '65

Executive

13

'65

AUDIENCE

Data Processing — From Inception
to Implementation

Muskegon Chapter — National Association of
Accountants

Management Systems of the Future

Accounting Club — Michigan State University

Office-Chicago

EBERT, CARROLL E.

J U N E , MARJORIE

TRUEBLOOD, ROBERT M.

Nov. 16'65 Internal Control in the Computer
Era

Retail Controllers Association — Houston

Jan. 11

Merchandising Classifications —
How Far, How Fast, What Cost?

NRMA Annual Convention. Controllers Congress
and Merchandising Joint Session — New York

Feb. 15

The New Menswear Financial and
Operating Manual

Men's Wear Retailers of America

Dec. 9 '65

Impact of Social Security on Your
Life

Chicago Chapter — Society of Women Accountants

Jan. 10

Impact of Social Security on Your
Life

Women's Commerce Group — Northwestern
University

Jan.12

Impact of Social Security on Your
Life

Chicago Area Credit Women's Association

Oct.

Long Range Planning Seminar

Seminar — Illinois Society of CPAs, Chicago

22-23

'65

Executive Office-New

Oct. 27 '65 The Attest Function

Faculty Seminar — University of Chicago, Graduate

Nov. 10'65 The Accounting Profession:
What's Ahead?

Colorado Society of CPAs — Denver

Dec. 6 '65

National Association of Home Builders — Chicago

Accounting for Contractors

Dec. 10'65 The Attest Function

Video Tape Program, Michigan State — E. Lansing,
Michigan

Dec. 13 '65

Annual Tax Conference — Los Angeles Chapter —
California Society of CPAs

AICPA Activities

Dec. 14'65 The Compleat Professional Man

San Francisco Chapter — California Society of CPAs

March 24

The Future of the Accounting
Profession

St. Louis Chapter — Missouri Society of CPAs

March 29

Of Men and Machines: Do they
First Become Secondary

Pittsburgh Chapter — Pennsylvania Institute of
CPAs

April 13

Long-Range Implications of
Accounting Developments

Faculty Seminar — College of Business Administration — University of Illinois, Chicago Circle

April 19

The Creative Professional

Annual Awards' D i n n e r — Illinois Society of CPAs

York

ARMBRUSTER, GORDON H.

NOV. 1 '65

Organization and the Individual:
The Problem of Reconciliation

American Management Association Seminar —
Manpower Planning and Control — New York

BEYER, ROBERT

Oct.

18'65

Profitability Accounting

National Association of Accountants, Kansas
City Chapter

Dec. 15 '65

Profitability Accounting

National Association of Accountants, Pittsburgh
Chapter

Jan.10

Top Management in the 1970'sand Beyond

NRMA — 55th Annual Convention — New York

Feb. 26

Top Management in the 1970's
and Beyond

Retail Controllers' Conference in Phoenix

April 22

Profitability Accounting

National Association of Accountants, Raritan Valley
Chapter

June 27

Management Services Information
Systems in the Space Age

National Association of Accountants National
Convention — New York

D O D W E L L , J O S E P H W.

Jan.

10

Operational Auditing — Which
Way Do We go Now?

Philadelphia Chapter — The Institute of Internal
Auditors

J E N N I N G S , DONALD W.

Aug.

20

The Expanding Role of U. S.
Certified Public Accounting Firms

Mexican Institute of CPAs — Mexico City, Mexico
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PORTER, W. T H O M A S

POWER, WILLIAM D.

WETTERHALL, R O Y C.

DATE

SUBJECT

AUDIENCE

Oct. 27-30
'65

Finance for Operating Officers

Seminar, Mead Paper Co. — Dayton, Ohio

Jan. 12

Management Services in Mexico

Seminar —• Mexico Business and Government
Executives — Mexico City, Mexico

Feb. 18

Management by Objective

Butler Paper — Division of Nekoosa Edwards
Paper Co. — Denver, Colorado

May 16

Accounting and Finance for NonFinancial Executives

University of Wisconsin — Management Institute
Seminar

Oct. 7 ' 6 5

Auditing and EDP

12th Annual Accounting and Tax Seminar, Iowa
State Society of CPAs

Oct. 21 '65

Auditing and EDP

Philadelphia Chapter — Pennsylvania Institute of
CPAs

Oct. 2 2 ' 6 5

Controls and Accuracy in E D P
Systems

3rd Annual Conference — Data Processing
Management Association, Providence, R. I.

Nov . 22 '65 Profit Planning and Control in
Service Industries

Manhattan Chapter — National Association of
Accountants

Dec. 6-10
'65

Auditing Electronic Systems

Graduate Seminar in Auditing — Graduate School
cf Business, Rutgers University

Feb. 22

Cost Center Concept

Family Service Association of America — Executive
Program for Directors of Agencies — Columbia
University, New York

Oct. 21 '65

Influences of EDP on the
Controller's Role over the Next
Five Years

Retail Controllers Association — Chicago

Oct. 27 '65

Management Technology as an Aid
to the Retail Research Director

Retail Research Directors Council, New York

Nov. 9 '65

Effective Communication through
E D P in Multi-Unit Operations

Allied Stores Annual Store Directors Meeting,
Phoenix

Nov. 12 '65 Alleviation of Income and Expenses
between Related Taxpayers

29th Annual Tax Clinic, Wisconsin Society of CPAs

Grand Rapids
Feb. 1

Personal Income Taxes — Changes
in the Law

Kelvinator Management Club

ASHENDORF, WESLEY

Nov. 2 '65

Family Annuities

Federal Tax Forum

DE REYNA, R A M O N J.

Nov. 9 '65

Management Services by CPAs

Texas A&M —Accounting and Management Students

FREEMAN, ALVIN L.

Jan.18

Estate Planning and the Small
Business Corporation

Federal Tax Forum

Jan.18

Estate Planning and the Small
Business Corporation

Greater Houston Retail Controllers

FAIRMAN, ROBERT P.

Houston

Dec. 16 '65 Discussion Leader

Session of In-Charge Accountants Training Seminar,
Sponsored by Texas Society of CPAs

Jan. 18

Responsibility of Tax Practice

Dallas Chapter — Texas Society of CPAs

Aug. 12

Discussion Leader — Purchase, Sale, Fort Worth Chapter — Texas Society of CPAs
or Liquidation of a Corporate
Business

LIPSCOMB, O W E N

Oct. 4 '65

Real Estate Problems

Seminar — Real Estate Problems — Houston
Chapter — Texas Society of CPAs

PICKENS, LELAND C.

Nov. 9 '65

Discussion Leader — C a s h Flow and
the Funds Statement

Houston Chapter — National Association pf
Accountants

POLLARD, RICHARD M.

Jan. 18

Panelist and Discussion Leader —
Accounting and Expense Control

National Institute of Swimming Pool Contractors

LATTER, T H O M A S C.

MARCH, 1966
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SUBJECT

AUDIENCE

Kansas City
H O F F M A N , LOREN G.

Nov. 15 '65 Panelist — Taxation and Regulations Missouri Savings & Loan League Annual Meeting
Nov. 22 '65 Current Developments in the Field
of Taxation
Nov. 23 '65 Year-End Tax Planning

H U T C H I N S O N , LARRY

JACKSON, JERRY B.

P E T S C H E , ROBERT J.

Kansas City Chapter — Missouri Society of CPAs

Feb.17

Current Developments in Taxation
for Savings and Loan Associations
Nov. 23 '65 Effects of the New Social Security
Laws

Officers and customers of Farmers State Bank,
Princeton, Missouri
Kansas City Chapter — Society of Savings and
Loan Controllers
Officers and customers of Farmers State Bank,
Princeton, Missouri

Nov. 22 '65 Unreasonable Accumulated Surplus

Kansas City Chapter — Missouri Society of CPAs

Nov. 23 '65 Internal Revenue Service
Examinations
Tax Planning
Feb. 7

Denison-Iowa Rotary Club

Nov. 22 '65 Co-leader — Internal Control

Kansas City Chapter —> National Association of
Accountants

Advertising Artists Guild — Kansas City

Feb. 7

Systems

Advertising Artists Guild — Kansas City

Oct. 12-19
'65
Oct. 26 '65

Planning for Profits

Seminar for Missouri Home Builders — Sponsored by
University of Missouri, Kansas City

Profitability Accounting

Kansas City Chapter — American Society of Women
Accountants

D R E N T E N , T H O M A S E.

Nov. 7-9
'65

Methods & Techniques of Evaluating
Return on Investment

American Management Association Seminar

GROSMAN, NORMAN E.

Nov. 7 '65

Current Developments in Reporting

Pasadena Chapter of CPAs

H A L L , A R T H U R B.

Nov. 7-9
'65

Methods & Techniques of Evaluating
Return on Investment

American Management Association

PATOTZKA, O W E N B.

Oct. 18 '65

Downtown Los Angeles CPA Discussion Group

STRATFORD, RICHARD C.

Oct. 20 '65

Current Tax Aspects of Multiple
Corporations
Problems of Small Business
Organizations

T R A N Z O W , FRANK H.

Los Angeles

National Convention — American Council of
Independent Laboratories — Las Vegas

Nov. 11 '65 Choosing a Career

University of Southern California — Beta Alpha
Psi

Dec. 13 '65

Developing Management

Ace Drill Bushing Company Management Conference

Oct. 21 '65

Profitability Accounting

Racine Manufacturers' Accounting Association

Oct. 22 '65

Discussion Leader — Improving
Profits Through Cost Reduction

Wisconsin Society of CPAs

D E T R O Y E , WILLIAM R.
MAINMAN, GERALD E.

Oct. 11 '65

Profitability Accounting

University of Wisconsin — Management Institute
Seminar

HERBERER, GEORGE J.

Oct. 8 '65

Profitability Accounting for Truckers

Wisconsin Truckers' Association — Wisconsin Rapids

ROBERTSON, L O W E L L L.
TRAWICKI, DONALD J.

Oct. 20 '65

Capital Expenditure Planning

Madison Chapter — National Association of
Accountants

Feb. 10

Capital Expenditure Planning

Joint Meeting of Financial Executives' Institute and
Budget Executives' Institute— Denver

March 10

Capital Expenditure Planning

Budget Executives' Institute — Houston Chapter

Milwaukee
BROCKSCHLAGER, J O H N F.

JR.

Minneapolis
B A C H , RONALD J.

Nov. 17 '65 Slow Loans and Scheduled Items

Twin City Savings & Loan Controllers

B U C H A N , J O S E P H F.

Oct. 2 '65

Profitability Accounting

University of Wisconsia — Management Institute
Seminar

Oct. 12 '65

Profitability Accounting

University of Wisconsin — Management Institute
Seminar.
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GRANDE, JERALD D.

Nov. 19 '65 Changing Pattern in Volatile Areas

Minnesota C.P.A. Society Tax Conference

TANG, E. PALMER &
B U C H A N , J O S E P H F.

Jan. 2

Accounting and EDP

University of Minnesota—Accounting Club

TRACY, WARD G. &
R E U S S , ROBERT

Oct. 28 '65

Career Opportunities in Management University of Minnesota — Graduate Students
Services

New York
ACKERMAN, SANFORD S.

BEVIS, DONALD J.

BROWN, VICTOR

MARCH, 1966

H.

Oct. 13 '65

History of Data Processing

U.S. Civil Service Commission, Philadelphia

Oct. 26 '65

Management Implications of ADP

U.S. Civil Service Commission, New York

Dec. 13 '65

Simulation as a Management Tool

Seminar — American Management Association,
New York

Feb. 2

Business Management Methods in
Social Action Programs

Detroit Chapter of T I M S

Oct. 18 '65

Intercorporate Investments

National Association of Accountants — New York
Chapter

Oct. 25 '65

Departures from Accounting
Principle — Board Opinions

New York State Society of CPAs

Nov. 11 '65

Inventory of Accounting Principles

The Accounting Institute — Sponsored by the
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia

Oct. 8 '65

Return on Investment

Irving Trust Company Financial Seminar for
Industrial Executives

Oct. 12 '65

Discounted Flow Cash

Waterbury, Connecticut Chapter — National
Association of Accountants

Oct. 15 '65

Return on Investment

Atlantic City Finance Conference — Sponsored by
Irving Trust Company

Oct. 20 '65

Return on Investment as a Comprehensive Management Tool

American Management Association Seminar —
Return on Investment — New York

Oct. 30 '65

Introduction to Profitability
Accounting and Control
Structuring Accounts

American Management Association Seminar —
Profitability Accounting — New York

Nov. 11 '65 Return on Investment as a Comprehensive Management Tool

Illinois Society of CPAs — Committee of Members in
Commerce and Industry

Nov. 15 '65 Return on Investment

Irving Trust Company Financial Seminar for
Banking Executives

Nov. 16-18
'65

Marketing Costs and Financial Tools
for Modern Marketing
An Integrated Marketing/Financial
Information System

University of Wisconsin Management Institute •—
Marketing Cost Analysis Workshop

Nov. 29 '65

Planning for Profits

Spring Manufacturers Institute, Inc., Annual
Convention, New York

Dec. 3-7
'65

Chairman — Seminar-Fundamentals
of Finance for Non-Financial
Executives

American Management Association — New York

Dec. 13-15
'65

Accounting — The Language of
Business and Finance
Concepts of Managerial Accounting

American Management Association Seminar —
Fundamentals of Finance for Non-Financial
Executives, New York

Jan. 3-7

Introduction to Profitability
Accounting
Structuring the Accounts for
Maximum Information and
Control
Capital Budgeting
Make or Buy Decisions

American Management Association Seminar-—
Profitability Accounting and Control, New York

Feb. 7-11

Effective Distribution Cost Analysis

American Management Association Seminar •
New York

Feb. 11

Marketing — Return on Investment
as a Tool for Marketing
Management

American Management Association Seminar •
Return on Investment, New York
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BuRCHFIELD, DAVID V .

DATE

SUBJECT

A UDIENCE

March
14-18

Marketing Costs and Financial Tool
for Modern Marketing
Integrated Marketing/Financial
Information System

American Management Association Course —
Managing Marketing Profitability, New York

April 29

Discounted Cash Flow

Irving Trust Company's Financial Industrial Seminar
— New York

Nov. 17 '65 Pricing —• The Tool of Costs in
Pricing Strategies
Jan.5-6

Jan. 19
Feb. 2
March
15-16

Profit Planning
Pricing for Profit
Marketing Cost Analysis

University of Wisconsin Management Institute —
Marketing Cost Analysis Workshop
American Management Association Seminar —
Profitability Accounting, New York

The Store of the Future

Metropolitan Controllers Association and New York
State Society of CPAs — Retail Group

Profitability Accounting

Morristown, New Jersey Chapter — National
Association of Accountants

Pricing
Planning for Marketing Profits

American Management Association Course —
Managing Marketing Profitability, New York
New York State Society of CPAs Committee on Retail
Accounting Seminar

CIANCA, BERNARD J.
RADIN, A R T H U R J.
W E I N S T E I N , EDWARD A.

Nov. 15 '65 Auditing Retail Inventories

FURMAN, ROBERT M.

Dec. '65

New York City Gross Receipts Tax

Municipal and Local Taxation Committee —
New York State Society of CPAs — Panelist

Jan.18

Instalment Method

The First National State Bank of New Jersey —
Seminar

Oct. 21 '65

M T M as a Basis for a Successful
Office Incentive Program

Chairman — M T M Session on Cost Reduction,
New York

Jan. 4

Variable Budgets

American Management Association Seminar •—
Profitability Accounting, New York

March 17

Managing Product Distribution

American Management Association Course —
Managing Marketing Profitability, New York

H I L L E , ROBERT

Jan. 3

American Management Association Seminar —
The Role of Cost Standards in
Profitability Accounting, New York
Management Planning and Control

M A J O R , RICHARD D.

March 16

Managing Programmed Marketing
Costs — Advertising and Sales
Promotion
Salesmen's Compensation Territory
Management

American Management Association Course —
Managing Marketing Profitability, New York

M U L V I H I L L , D E N N I S E.

April 25-27

Chairman — Impact of EDP on
Management and Organization

American Management Association Seminar,
New York

M U N R O , ROBERT G.

Dec. 13'65 Accounting for Business Transactions American Management Association Seminar —
Accounting and Finance for Non-Financial
Executives, New York

GIBBONS, ROBERT P.

Jan. 7

Return on Investment

American Management Association Seminar —
Fundamentals of Finance for Non-Financial
Executives, New York

Oct. 18 '65

Return on Investment as a Tool for
Marketing Management

American Management Association Seminar —
Return on Investment, New York

Feb. 11

Marketing — Return on Investment
as a Tool for Marketing
Management

American Management Association Seminar •—
Return on Investment, New York

March 17

Return on Investment for Marketing
Management

American Management Association — Managing
Marketing Profitability, New York

PADWE, GERALD W.

Nov. 5 '65

Selected Tax Problems of Related
or Controlled Groups

Mid-America Tax Conference — St. Louis, Missouri

PAUL, HERBERT M.

Dec. '65

Compensating Officers and
Employees — Fringe Benefits

New York State Society of CPAs — General Meeting

POTENZA, A N T H O N Y C

Nov. 11 '65 The Management of Banks in a
Changing Economy

Correspondence Bankers Conference — Central Trust
of Cincinnati

O P I T Z , R O Y B.
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SPORER, M A X F.

STEVENS, ROBERT G.

WEINER, HERBERT

W E I N S T E I N , EDWARD A.

SUBJECT

AUDIENCE

Oct. 18 '65

Return on Investment as a
Management Tool

American Management Association SeminarReturn on Investment, New York

Nov. 2 '65

Is Direct Costing Consistent with
the Matching Concept of Profit
Management

Farleigh Dickinson University — Rutherford,
New Jersey

Nov. 15 '65 Return on Investment Concept as a
Management Tool

Philadelphia Chapter — Budget Executives Institute

Nov. 16 '65 Measuring Profitability by Product
and Market Segments

University of Wisconsin Marketing Cost Analysis
Seminar

Jan. 3-7

The Budgetary Control of Costs
Chairman — American Management Association
Seminar— Profitability Accounting — New York
Variable Budgets for Product Costing
and Cost Control
Effective Management Reporting

Feb. 9

Definition of Concept — Uses to
Date

American Management Association Seminar
Return on Investment, New York

March
14-17

Marketing Profitability Analysis
Measuring Product Profit
Performance
Measuring Profitability by Market
Segment
Reporting and Controlling
Marketing Costs

American Management Course — Managing
Marketing Profitability — New York

Nov. 11 '65 The Management of Banks in a
Changing Economy

Correspondent Bankers Conference — Central
Trust of Cincinnati

Jan. 4

Profit Center and Product Line
Accounting

American Management Association Seminar •—
Profitability Accounting — New York

Oct. 28 '65

Problems of Closely Held Businesses

15th Annual Tax Institute, University of Denver,
College of Law, Denver, Colorado

Nov. 10 '65

Instalment Sales: Imputed Interest;
Assumption of Mortgage;
Repossession; Constructive
Receipt of Income

24th Annual Institute of Federal Taxation, New York
University, New York

Nov. 20 '65 Report Writing and Financial
Statement Presentation

New York State Society of CPAs Seminar Nassau Suffolk Chapter

Nov. 30 '65 Role of Accountants in Bankruptcy
Proceedings

New York State Society of CPAs Seminar

Jan. 6

The Accountant's Role in Bankruptcy Albany Chapter, New York State Society of CPAs,
Annual Bankers Dinner
— Disclosure and Forecasting

Philadelphia
BREIDEN, MILLARD L.

Nov. 22 '65 Profitability Accounting

University of Pennsylvania — Beta Alpha Psi

Jan.27

Financial Planning and Cost Control

Residents and Intern — Philadelphia General
Hospital

Jan. 4

CPA Service for a Small Business

Jenkintown, Pennsylvania Rotary Club

D I M A R I O , J O S E P H F.

Dec. 13 '65

Profitability Accounting

Univac Sales and Systems Force

R O S S I , H E N R Y J.

Dec. 17 '65

Evaluation of Contractors' Financial
Statements

Pittsburgh Surety Association

SCHARPF, NORMAN W.

Dec. 13 '65

Modern Accounting

Univac Sales and Systems Force

Jan. 19

Accounting for Management

Greater Pittsburgh Chapter — Savings and Loan
Controllers

SIMPSON, WILLIAM J.

Oct. 18-20
'65

Executive Compensation

2nd Annual Pennsylvania Institute of CPAs Tax
Conference — Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

WERBANETH, L O U I S A.

Oct. 18-20

Chairman — Taxes

2nd Annual Pennsylvania Institute of CPAs Tax
Conference — Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

M A R K H U S , ROGER C.

Pittsburg
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Dec. 4 '65

Opportunities in Accounting

Junior Achievement of Southwest Pennsylvania

March 15

Effective Strategic Planning

Credo Club of the Credit Association of Western
Pennsylvania

Feb. 3

Accounting Problems Facing
Agriculture Cooperatives

Gulf States Chapter — National Society of
Accountants for Cooperatives — Jackson,
Mississippi

BRIXKMAX, WILLIAM

Dec. 20 '65

Long Range Planning

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc., St. Louis

CANARY. PATRICK H.

Oct. 15 '65

Systems
Sensible Approach to Mechanization

Missouri Society of CPAs — Management Services
Conference and Workshop

F L E I S H E R . DAVID L.

Oct. 14-15
'65

Program Chairman — Management
Services

Missouri Society of CPAs — Management Services
Conference and Workshop

Oct. 28 '65

Report on Survey of Results of
Applying xA.dvanced Inventory
Management Techniques in
Retailing

Retail Research Institute Electronics Committee,
New York

Nov. 9 '65

Effective Communications through
EDP in Multi Unit Department
Stores

Allied Stores Annual Directors Meeting—Phoenix

March 7-8

Chart of Accounts
Product Line Accounting

American Management Association seminar —
Profitability Accounting

March 10

Case Study Presentation

Purdue Graduate School of Industrial Administration

Jan. 19

Expense Controls

National Association of Accountants — Memphis

Rochester
BROWN, GAIL N.

St. Louis

HORXSBY. RICHARD L

KEYDEL, J O H X F.

R I E S , ANDREW C.

Oct. 11 '65

The Future of the CPA Profession

Washington Univertity Accounting Club, St. Louis

Dec. 13 '65

Chart of Accounts and their
Relationship to Financial
Statements

Small Business Administration Conference
St. Louis

Dec. 14 '65

Impact of Medicare in Financial
Planning

St. Louis Association of Plastics Fabricators

Dec. '65

Operations of the CPA Society in
California

Long Beach Orange County Chapter — California
State Society of CPA's

Feb. 21

Operations of the CPA Society in
California

Channel Counties Chapter of the CPA Society

Oct. 19 '65

Tax Planning

California Moving & Storage Association

Oct. 26 '65

Record Keeping and Taxes and
Licenses

Small Business Administration Workshop

Dec. 65

Itemized Deductions for Individuals

San Diego Chapter - - CPA Annual Tax Workshop

SAN Diego
K U H N , JAMES B.

M O O X E Y , ROBERT J.

O L S O N , G L E N A.

Nov. 16 '65 Career Opportunities

Hoover High School

Jan. 20

Modern Recordkeeping

Madison High School

Jan. 21

Business Occupations

Clairemont High School

PEARSON, LOIS J.

Oct. 12 '65

Hairpins in the Briefcase

San Diego Charter Chapter. American Business
Women's Association

T U R N E R , WALTER A., JR.

Oct.

Licensing of Public Bookkeepers and
Tax Consultants in the State of
California

State Affairs Committee— Society of California
Accountants

Dec. '65

Tax Sheltered Investments

San Diego Chapter — CPA Annual Tax Workshop

Nov. '65

Tax Aids in Selling Real Estate

San Diego Realty Board

T U R N E R , WALTER A.. J R .
& M O O X E Y , ROBERT J.
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SPEAKER

DATE

SUBJECT

AUDIENCE

San Francisco
BODMAN, RICHARD S.

BOWEN, D A L E S.

Oct. 14-15
'65

General Survey of a Small
Manufacturing Company

California Society of CPAs — Management Services
Systems Conference

Oct. 22 '65

Profit Planning for Publishers

California Publishers Association

Nov . 17 '65 Fully Integrated Services, is this
our Future?

California Society of CPAs — San Francisco Chapter

Nov,.30 '65

Some of the Problems of Integrating
Management Services into the
CPA Practice

Beta Alpha Psi — University of California

Oct. 20 '65

Continuation of the Industry
Operations Analysis

Board of Directors — National Association of
Refrigerated Warehouses, Washington, D.C.

Oct. 28 '65

Proposal for Study of Earnings,
Costs and Financial Ratios for
the Frozen Food Industry

Executive Committee — California Freezers
Association, San Francisco

Oct. 30 : '65

Uniform System and Profitability
Accounting

Frozen Potato Products Institute — New York

Nov. 12 '65 Earnings, Costs and Financial Ratios
for the Canning Industry

Board of Directors — National Canners Association,
Chicago

Dec. 16 : '65

Progress in Installation of
Profitability Accounting in Food
Processing

Administrative Practices Committee — California
Freezers Association, San Francisco

Jan. 10

Progress Report on Systems and
Plant Observations

Cost Accounting Committee — Frozen Potato
Products Institute, Seattle, Washington

Jan. 21

Proposed Revision of Uniform
Manual

Executive Committee — National Association of
Frozen Food Packers, Washington, D.C.

Jan. 21

Earnings and Financial Ratios

Dried Fruit Association of California — Participants
in National Commission on Food Marketing Study,
San Francisco

E S T E S , ROBERT C.

Oct. 19 '65

Taxability of Employee Accident
and Health Insurance Plans

Seminar — Sponsored by Massachusetts Casualty
Insurance Company for Benefit of its Insurance
Brokers in Northern California

GERVER, E L I

Oct. 23 '65

Tax Planning for Newspapers

California Publishers Association

Dec. 3 '65

AICPA Course on Depreciation
Problems

California Society of CPAs

Dec. 10 '65

Panel on Tax Problems of Savings
and Loan Associations

Bay Cities Savings & Loan League — Managers'
Conference

HURTADO, CORYDON

April 7

Data Processing's Impact on
Management

San Francisco Graduate Chapter—Phi Gamma Delta

WEINTHALER, EDWARD L.

April 4

Organization Planning

American Management Association Seminar -—
Organization Planning and Control, San Francisco

ALKIRE, DURWOOD L.

Dec. 3 '65

Accounting Methods in Tax Practice

Arizona State University Tax Institute

BENJAMIN, ROBERT M.

Sept. 20 '65 Professional Services by CPAs

Society of Savings & Loan Controllers — Puget
Sound Chapter

Sept. 21 '65 New Developments in Savings &
Loan Association Audits and
Examinations

Washington Savings & Loan League — Annual
Convention

Sept. 14 '65 Accounting Methods for Allocating
Insurance Premiums

American Society of Insurance Management —
Washington Chapter

Sept. 29 '65 Cash Control and Withholding of
Payroll Taxes

Church Management Seminar for Treasurers and
Financial Secretaries — Lutheran Council of
Greater Seattle

Oct. 10 '65

Income Tax Aspects of Deferred
Payments on Sales of Property

Tax Executives Institute, 10th Annual Tax Forum,
Western Washington Chapter

Feb. 16

Travel and Entertainment Expenses

Tax Clinic for Small Business, University of
Washington

Seattle

SWENSON, NORMAN E.
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Articles
AUTHOR
Advanced

EDITION

PUBLICATION

TITLE

Business Systems

H E A D , ROBERT V.

SPRAGUE, RICHARD E.

'65

Realtime Programming in the 60's

Computers and Automation

Nov. '65

Planning for Generalized Business
Systems

Published proceedings of the Fall Joint Computer
Conference

Oct. '65

Information Utilities

Financial Executive

Feb.

Electronic Business Systems— 1984

Business Automation

Oct. '65

Income Averaging Could Be For You

Physician's Magazine

Oct.

Chicago
M C M I L L A N , WILLIAM G.

Executive Office—New

York

M U L V E Y , BERNARD M.

Oct.

'65

Tax Letter

New York University Tax Society

PORTER, W. T H O M A S

Oct.

'65

Control Framework for Electronic
Systems

Journal of Accountancy

Nov.-Dec.
'65

Organization for Effective
Information Flow

Management Services

Dec. '65

Public Accounting — A MultiDimensional Career

Pennsylvania CPA Spokesman

Dec. ' 6 5 —
Parti
Jan.
—
Part I I
Feb.
—
Part I I I

Tax Planning for Builders

Home Builders Journal

BLANK, FREDERICK L.

Jan.

The Not so Obsolete Problem of
Inventory Obsolescence;
Determination and Accountability

New York State Certified Public Accountant

FURMAN, ROBERT M.

Jan.

New York City Gross Receipts Tax
Estimates

New York State Certified Public Accountant

May

The Valuation of Stock of Closely
Held Corporations

New York State Certified Public Accountant

O R L I N , HOWARD J.

Dec. '65

Gross Receipts Tax on Sale of
Securities

New York State Certified Public Accountant

PADWE, GERALD W.

Nov. '65

Guidelines and the Investment
Credit

Florida CPA

PAUL, HERBERT M.

Dec. '65

Tax Aspects of Support Trusts

New York State Certified Public Accountant

Dec. '65

Co-Editor Federal Tax Column

New York State Certified Public Accountant

Jan.

Commentary on Taxability of
Advance Payments

New York State Certified Public Accountant

Dec. ' 6 5 —
Parti
Jan.
—
Part I I
Feb.
—
Part I I I

How to Prevent Stockouts — the
Biggest Retail Profit Leak

The Discount Merchandiser

Jan.

A Loss By Any Other Name

Rental Owners News

Los Angeles
B E R S C H , N E I L R.

New York

St. Louis
F L E I S H E R , DAVID L.

San Diego
E ' G O L F , MARVIN A.
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Chicago—-Herbert K a m p , with the firm since 1962 and
• a member of the management services department, has
resigned to take a position as manager, data systems, with
Dual Corporation in Des Plaines, Illinois.
Kansas City — Ronald E. Boyce, a member of the audit
staff since June 1963, resigned to become a member of
the internal audit staff of Montgomery Ward & Co.
George W. Collins, a junior, resigned to take a position
with Safeway Stores.
Forest R. DeHaven, with the firm since 1954, resigned
to head up the newly formed internal audit staff of
National Bellas Hess & Co.
Larry Hutchinson, who joined the audit staff in 1962,
resigned to head up a newly-formed training department
for the office and accounting personnel of Trans World
Airlines.
I New York — Eugene K. Malewicz, an alumnus of the
New York office, has accepted the position of controller
with Wheeler Electronics, Division of the Sperry-Rand
Corporation.
Newark — Marvin Lefkowitz has accepted a position as
assistant to the controller of Royal Copy Systems, Inc.,
Paramus, New Jersey, a subsidiary of Litton Industries,
' Inc.
h Joseph Rolandelli has resigned to become assistant controller of the First National State Bank of New Jersey.
St. Louis — John Lanig has resigned to accept a position
with Elder Manufacturing Co., one of our clients.
St. Paul — Donald Engen has resigned to take over the
' duties of controller with John G. Kinnard & Co., Investment Brokers.

h

Seattle — Patrick J. Peyton, a tax staff member, has
joined the CPA firm of Franklin, Homchick & Koch, in
his home town of Wenatchee, Wash.
Guy C. Pinkerton, staff supervisor, is now assistant vice
President of Washington Federal Savings and Loan Association.
Grant M. Woodfield, staff supervisor, is controller for
the Pacific Bank Note Company.
^ARCH, 1966
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Boston — Hugh Dysart, Jr. has been elected treasurer
of the Massachusetts Society of CPAs for 1966-67.
James M. Lynch is one of seven incorporators of the
Mass Merchandising Research Foundation, Inc. An outgrowth of an industry committee, the new research
organization represents the first industry attempt to set up
a permanent statistical program as well as to develop a
new set of operating standards for discount chains.
Chicago — I. Ted David will be instructing a course
entitled "Introduction to Data Processing" at Loyola University's night school for the 1966 Spring semester.
Joanne M. Loftus, of the tax staff, served as co-chairman of the annual public relations banquet of the
A.S.W.A. and A.W.S.C.P.A. held November 16 at the
Pick-Congress Hotel, Chicago.
Sherle E. Swanson has been named to the Reception
Committee of the Administrative Management Society's
Chicago Chapter for 1965-66.
Cincinnati—Elizabeth Henderson, Certified Professional
Secretary, has been selected as Cincinnati's Secretary of
the Year by the Cincinnati Chapter of The National Secretaries Association (International). As such, Elizabeth
will be a candidate for Secretary of the Year of the State;
and, if successful in being selected by the State, she will
then go on to Dallas as a candidate for national honors.
Denver — Carleton H . Griffin has been appointed to a
new American Institute committee on State Taxation of
Interstate Commerce.
Executive Office-Chicago — Robert M. Trueblood was
one of 15 laureates named by the Lincoln Academy of
Illinois who received medals on February 11. Mr. Trueblood was so honored for his outstanding contribution in
the field of finance. T h e purpose of the Lincoln Academy, which is patterned after the Nobel Academy and
the French Academy of Fine Arts, is "to further, encourage and recognize the outstanding contributions made by
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Illinois citizens toward the progress and betterment of
human endeavor."
Mr. Trueblood and Professor Robert Mautz, of the
University of Illinois, participated in a video tape program at Michigan State University, with Professor Herbert
Miller of Michigan State as panel chairman. The
topic was "The Relationship of the Attest Function to the
Accounting Program" and this was one of a series of video
taped programs at the University which have received
financial support from The Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart
Foundation.
Marjorie June has been installed as national director
of the American Women's Society of CPAs, and, at the
same time, was named chairman of the Society's committee on research.
Executive O f f i c e - N e w York — William D. Power was
a contributing author for a book entitled "Computerizing
the Credit-Accounts Receivable Operation" by Wallis G.
Hocker, Credit Management Division, National Retail
Merchants Association.
Houston—Thomas C. Latter was appointed chairman of
a Houston Chapter, Texas Society of CPA Committee
to investigate the possibility of an educational cruise with
the Houston Bar Association.
Owen Lipscomb was appointed captain of the Texas
Society of CPAs Educational Foundation's fund raising
campaign.
Memphis — Kenneth J. Gordon has been appointed to
the Advisory Committee of the Tennessee Industrial
Research Advisory Service by Governor Frank G. Clement, upon the recommendation of Dr. Andrew Holt,
president of the University of Tennessee. The primary
objective of this agency is to serve Tennessee industry by
establishing liaison between Tennessee companies and
service a n d / o r research sources who are expertly qualified
to assist these companies with their problems.
Mr. Gordon has also been elected to the Board of
Directors of Memphis Chapter of the Tennessee Society
of CPA's for the current year. He has served on this
Board for the past five years.
Don F. Stark has been elected associate director of
meetings for the Memphis Chapter of the NAA.
James N. Tansey has been appointed associate editor
of the Newsletter, published by the Memphis Chapter of
the NAA.
Minneapolis—James F. Ascher served as vice chairman
of the 11th Annual Tax Conference sponsored by the
Minnesota Society of CPAs.
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N e w York — Donald J. Bevis has been appointed a
member of a new AICPA subcommittee on Railroad
Accounting.
Bernard J. Cianca received an achievement award
from Mrs. Hobart C. Ramsey, president of The Deafness
Research Foundation, a client of the New York Office,
for his assistance in developing the Foundation.
Mr. Cianca also presided over the "Auditing Retail
Inventories" seminar, which was sponsored by the New
York State Society of CPAs.
Harvey Greif has been appointed chairman of the
Publicity Committee and editor of the CPA Candidates
Newsletter for the New York State Association of CPA j
Candidates.
J. Shannon Gustafson has been appointed a member
of the Finance Committee of International Bridge, Tunnel and Turnpike Association, Inc.
Herbert M. Paul is a member of the Sub-Committee
on Publications of the Federal Tax Committee of the
New York State Society of CPAs.
Herbert Weiner has been reappointed a member of the
National Retail Merchants Association's Taxation standing committee.
Newark—Louis Gershon was a member of a committee
which recently made a presentation to the Dental Laboratory Conference meeting at the Hotel Sheraton in
Philadelphia. Representatives of dental laboratories
throughout the United States attended the meeting.
Mr. Gershon, with two other accountants, was a member of a commitee that has been working with Dr. Robert
Cox, dean of the Syracuse University Business School, to
develop a uniform accounting system for dental laboratories. T h e plan was adopted as presented.
P h o e n i x — The following have received the indicated
Arizona Society of CPAs committee appointments for
1965-66: Homer Gilchrist, Reporting Standards; Howard
R. Neff, Professional Ethics and Practice; Elza Bridges,
Taxation; Relation with Other Professions; R. Dixon
Wood, Governmental Accounting; Ira Osman, chairman,
Cooperation with Bankers and Other Credit Grantors.
Pittsburgh—Alan D. Henderson was chairman of the
16th Annual Accounting Symposium of the Pittsburgh
Chapter of the Pennsylvania Institute of CPAs.

'

.
.
I

Norman W. Scharpf has been appointed a director of
the Pittsburgh Jaycees, and will be in charge of the Public
Affairs Portfolio.
Mr. Scharpf was also appointed to the Membership
Committee of the Pittsburgh Chapter of the Systems and
Procedures Association.
T H E QUARTERLY \
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Rochester — Edward Sallerson taught 8 sessions of the
auditing portion of the CPA exam at the University of
Rochester for the New York State Society of CPAs and
CPA candidates.
St. Louis—James G. Carroll directed the program on
Accounting Practices before a joint meeting of the St.
Louis Chapter of the Missouri Society of CPAs and Robert Morris Associates.
John F. Keydel will participate as "Professor for a
Day" at the University of Missouri during the week of
March 7-11, in which prominent business and professional men will take over class presentations.
San D i e g o — T h e San Diego office was honored for their
work as auditors for the Junior Chamber of Commerce
"Boss of the Year" and "Outstanding Young M a n " competition banquet attended by many civic leaders.
Richard D. Barnes is heading a subcommittee of the
San Diego Chapter of the California Society of CPAs to
produce a series of tax information programs on a local
radio station.
Mr. Barnes is also teaching a short course on Income
Tax for Adult Education in San Diego County.
Marvin E'Golf was elected "J. C. of the M o n t h " for
December, 1965 by the San Diego Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
Les Snudden has been named chairman of the
Research Committee of the Institute of Internal Auditors, San Diego Chapter.
San Francisco—The following staff members have been
appointed on 1965-66 committees in the California State
Society of CPAs: Richard A. Nishkian, Cooperation with
Credit Grantors; Milton M. Gilmore, Annual MeetingProgram; Ralph E. Walters, Personnel; Gene H. Englund, Relations with Faculties and Students.

More TRB&S People Pass CPA
Cleveland—Robert A. Goldschmidt
Detroit—Lawrence R. Gechter, Thomas L. George,
Robert J. Grant, Richard P. Lyman, I I I , Roger H.
Oetting, Frederick J. Schwab

The following have been appointed on 1965-66 committees in the San Francisco Chapter of CPAs: Eli
Gerver, Legislation; Robert L. Bean, Attendance and
Hospitality; Richard A. Bodman, Management Services.
T h e following have been appointed on 1965-66 committees in the San Jose Chapter of CPAs: Jerry M. Sullivan, Hospitality and Attendance; Richard G. Shuma,
Management Services; Gerald Niemeyer, Public Relations
and Long Range Planning.
Ron Bresolin is on the Tax Committee of the East Bay
Chapter of CPAs.
Paul E. Warnick and Alvin E. Wanthal appeared on a
panel discussion of "Management Accounting — Profitability Accounting Concepts for Cooperatives", at the
30th Annual Meeting of the National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives in San Francisco. Mr. Warnick was
moderator of the panel and Mr. Wanthal was one of the
three speakers.
S e a t t l e — The following committee appointments have
been announced by the Washington Society of CPAs:
William Nesseth, CPA Exam Stockpiling; Durwood L.
Alkire, Legislative; Stanley Bray, Management Services;
Roy Liljebeck, Meetings-Arrangements; William G.
Gaede, Meetings-Programs; Jerrold Koester, Membership; Edward Tremper, Professional Development; Gerald E. Gorans, chairman, Relations with Universities;
Norman Swenson, Taxation-Federal.
Durwood L. Alkire is chairman of the Program Committee for the 1966 Northwest Tax Institute.
Mr. Alkire has been elected a member of the Seattle
Rotary Club.
Gary A. McLean has been elected to the Board of
Directors of the Puget Sound Chapter, Data Processing
Management Association.

Examination
Kansas City—Raymond A. Lacy, James A. Shumard,
John J. Sopinski
Memphis—Olie A. Bean, Henry Bell, Gene Hity, John
Steinberg
Newark—Irwin Cohen, Fred E. Hiller

Grand Rapids—H. Richard Simmons

Phoenix—Kenneth A. Alford, William A. Thrall

Houston—Monroe Luther, Clarence D. Williams, I I

St. Louis—Daniel J. Ogle
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Quarterly Correspondents
Atlanta, Elaine Elrod • Boston, Majorie J. Johnson • Chicago, Gertrude Krueger • Cincinnati, Elizabeth Henderson • Cleveland
Alberta Everett • Dallas, Virginia Howell • Dayton, Leslie Early • Denver, Beverly Thomas • Detroit, Harry G. Troxell •
Executive Office, Maddalena Borreli • Grand Rapids, Joyce E. Cowman • Houston, Jeanie Hensley • Kansas City, Genevieve
Silady • Los Angeles, Lina Kemmis • Memphis, Ann Agee • Milwaukee, Mayme Solberg • Minneapolis, Alice Carlson • New
Orleans, Nancy Upchurch • New York, Corita Forest & Jean Hume • Newark, Ruth Botwin • Philadelphia, Betty Harris •
Phoenix, Ira Osman • Pittsburgh, Mary Jo Densmore • Portland, Mary Jane Paget • Rochester,
Marion Snyder • St. Louis, Linda Cisler • San Diego, Jane Holehan • San Francisco, Vilma Jenson • San Jose Pat Skelton •
Seattle, Helen B. Lilly • Washington, Pat Gaddy
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